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- SEE SPORTS, AS

Only the best of the worst count here.
Check out the worst sports movies ever.
- SEE SPORTS, AS

Orientations all su1n11)er 'long
Students gather
in the Student
Union for
orientation,
going on all
summer long.
Parents also have
their own
orientation to
attend.

First-tirllers search for answers
HEIDI A. DEVRIES
Managing Editor

Those confused, excited faces all
over UCF this summer are either
incoming freshmen or .their puzzled_
parents, first discovering the wonders ofUCF. .
UCF Orientation Services said the·
most recent orientation session
ended yesterday, and three more session for incoming students are
scheduled - the first ~tarting fylonday, another on Thursday and the
last in the middle of August.
The estimated 6,000 students
who attend them have to be up and
running by 8:30 a.m. two days in a
row, during which they sit in on
workshops that introduce them to
campus life. Assuming they accom-

plish all tasks, one of those days
consumes more than 12 hours.
The transfer students have a bit
more relaxed scheduled The three
transfer student orientations will
be only one day long.
During orientation, students
also register for classes. Despite
rumors to the contrary, all fall class
·schedules are open for registration
·
ori Polaris.
Something new offered to this
year's incoming freshmen is the
Grad on Track program, which ·
guarantees gq1.duation in four 1---~H~~---+~~===:::::t'
years to a limited group of new students. Though the courses offered
have limits in schedule convenience, faculty and cotirses, those
who choose . a major early can
graduate on time.
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Inking·an agreement
may be scary if the·,
~plan isn't found

Olympics welcome
hospitality students.

KATE HOWELL
StaffWriter

•

he original cell phones ·
were clunky behem9ths
almost the size of a small
briefcase. They were terribly ineonsistent, eXtremely
unattractive and bankbreakingly expensive.
Today, they are not much of a status
symbol - almost everyone has one.
. They are also much more attractive and ·
boast a wide variety of helpful features such as address books and calendars. Some even have
digital camera attachments.
The only real conundrum left is how to find
the best plan for one's
phone.
Fo~ Crystal Rurut, a
UCF student and Verizon
customer, a family plan was
the best option. Rurut
shares 400 minutes a month
with her dad and her sister
and gets free talk time at night.
"We almost never go over
[our minutes], and I like
how it's· free after nine,"
she said.
UCF grad Sandi:a
Casey also chose a family
plan but decided to go with
one offered by AT&T. 1'We
pay $50 a month and get free
calls to the home number and
PLEASE SEE
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Athens or bust
for UCF graduates

SIGNING A

.· .

BOTTOM

After winning the A-Sun title last year,
UCF volleyball is ready to do it again.

NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

LOOK ON A6
ILLUSTRATION BY JERROD ROCKHILL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sev~n UCF graduates have been
chosen to be part of the hospitality
team serving in athletes in the 2004
Olympics in Athens, Greece.
Cecily Moll, Aniie Cecil, Meredith
Eberhardt, Elizabeth Rodriguez, Lisa
Savitch, Julie Stockton and Arin Sugerman <l!e all graduates of the Rosen
College of Hospitality Manag_ement
and will be in Athens, Greece by
tomorrow. They were chosen by
ARAMARK to work in Athens in various positions. ARAMARK provides
food services in the Olympic Village
for athletes, coaches and staff at the
. Summer Games in Greece.
.
The students will work in ~ the
main and casual dining halls .of the
Olympic Village, and will have duties
in supervision, management, and
food se.r viee. The main dining hall
, can seat up to 6,000 people at a time.
"We will have to think on our
feet," Arin Sugerman said. "Working
with the international business mar.ket will prepare me for the real
world. This is a real-world management experience." She wa·s getting
ready for a cruise to Europe, which
would end with her arrival in Athens.
Sugerman graduated with a degree in
hospitality management in May.
ARAMARK has fed Olympic athletes since the Mexico City Summer
Games in 1968. It has been taking students to the Olympics since 1996, but
it's been selective as to which schools

NASE_EM SOWTI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Arin Sugarman is one ofseven graduates of the Rosen
College tbat will be working in Athens this summer.

"I contribute this
great opportunity
to Rosen College,
because I heard
about it [there]."
- ARIN SUGERMAN
ROSENCOLLEGE GRADUATE

and students would attend the event.
"We are looking for quality students with whom we can build longterm relationships. We are taking the
·best of' the best," said Jessica Park,
senior manager of college relations
in ARAMARK. Students were also
required to have at least two years of
experience in the hospitality and
PLEASE SEE
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.EU's largest addition struggles to fOrget horrific past
heading overseas
.Second in a· thisStudents
summer probably didn't
pick place$ like Poland, Israel
Bulgaria. The only things
four-part and
most students know about these
.
is. what they see on
·senes on · countries
TV or read in the newspapers.
ISAAC BABCOCK
challenging
Jews, Poland is
media·stereotypes just"Toa many
big cemetery. They
never want to come back
on countries in here."
Vaclav Wojiciechowski
is a tour guide and historian,
in Poland's horrifthe news· specializing
ic role in the holocaust, where
News Editor

millions of Jews were killed. land, anti-Semitism· in Poland
He makes a living recounting has never really died off. After
tales of death and acts of des- decades of decline, Poland is
peration to survive.
.
feeling a resurgence of its peoJust admitted to the EU, his ple's historic distaste for Jewhomeland is trying to reener- i.s h culture.
. gize itself under a new system:
"Unfortunately, anti-Semithe American way, capitalism tism is coming back," Wojiand survival of the fittest. ciechowski srud, "and that can
Meanwhile, Poland has been only hurt us," When talking
trying desperately to move about the generation s-deep
·
beyond its past.
hatred, his· voice is somber,
It's in that past where sometimes taking on the '
Poland's problem lies, sop:ie- cadence of a metronome. He
thing Wojiciechowski can't knows his country's history
avoid talking about. Despite too well. He's told the story of
the shock of the deaths of mil- its lowest moment - the bololions of Jews in its own heart- . caust - hundreds of times.
1

He's a rare keeper of the
Jewish flame in Poland,
because not much of that history is being · passed on to
younger generations. According to Anita Prazmowska, a
lecturer in international history, it's been school policy for
decades to avoid teaching
about the Jewish side of that
history. Poland wants the past
to stay in the past.
Wojiciechowski, however,
has been talking about it for
decades as a professional
guide through the death
camps of Auschwitz and
Birkenau. In WWII, the Nazis,

.t

having stormed through
Poland and claimed it for their
own uses, set up the country as
a repository for Jews. By the
millions they would work and
die there, casting an indefinite
pall over the county.
.
In the aftermath of the war,
Poland found itself trapped
behind the iron curtain of the
Soviet Union, with communism's reins around its neck. It
would·remain under dictatorial communist rule for more
than 40 years, as its economy
and infrastructure was nationPLEASE SEE
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Arolllld Campus

Death haunts Poland's journey

News and notices for
the UCF community

FROM A1

Construction financially backed
On Friday, the Board of
Trustees
approved
the
• financing ~eed~d to start construction on a housing, park.. ing and shopping complex on
: the north side of campus.
The project, which is
scheduled to be complete in
2007 will add 500 beds to oncampus housing as well as a
• parking garage and several
• service and retail businesses.

••
'-Taming the telephone

Today at 1 p.m. in the Uni• versity Tech Center Suite 360,
~ Human Resources will host a
" workshop on how to provide
customer service on the tele•" phone.
•
Different
segments
" include answering the telephone, taking messages, man• aging voice mail and dealing
• with demanding customers.
•· The workshop will be at the .
;
For more information, ·Call
• Human Resources Training at
• 407-823-0440.

:_GEICO, not gecko

··

:
GEICO will have college
• recruiters today at 4 p.m. in
~ the Business Administration
; Building Room 205 to discuss
• careers at the insurance com•• pany.
.
~
Professional attire as well
: as an updated resume are two
• things to bring to the meet' ing. .
RSVPs
are
required,
'
• preferably by 2 p.m. E-mail or
• call Jessica Draluck at
• jdraluck@bus.ucf.e~u o~ 407• 823-2328.
-

·-

~ From education to engineering ·
A choosing and changing
majors workshop will take
.. place Monday at the Student
.. Resotirce Center Room 185C.
. ..
From 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
: p.Ih., counselors at the Career
· .Resource Center will discuss·
• factors to choosing an appro• priate major including likes,
.. ability and personality assess: ments.
..
For more ·information,
; contact the Career Resource
; Center at 407-823-2361.

alized under the Soviet system.
The Soviets didn't · care
much for Jews either. They
knew that showing any deference to-the Jews would anger
many already anti-Semitic
Poles, so they ignored them
politically, and encouraged
them to leave the country.
By the 1980s the commu. nist system had brought
Poland to its knees, and the
anti-communist Sqlidarity
movement began gaining
power and influence, slowly
turning the wheels that would·
overthrow communism in
Poland. By 1989, Poland had
its own government once
again, and Europe soon followed, with communism givmg way to cap"italism in other
countries. ·
·
During the '90s, political
ISAAC BABCOCK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
· strife and instability within , Poland, known to'Jews as "one big Jewish cemetery,;' struggles to give up ghosts of th!! past to ensure a more positive future.
the union threatened to bring
the country's post-~ommunist, erations rem,oved froin the qecades', and acknowledges complex when it's · done,
gi;o~ to a halt. Old,commu- time following the war that that incidents like that one stretching a square city block.
nists still wanted a piece of the Jews were urged by non-Jew- just happen sometimes.
"Everywhere you go, you
political action, and the coun- ish Poles to emigrate by the
Despite Poland's avoidance see something being built,"
try's top government job millions. Driving along the of its history, Wojiciechows- Wojiciechowski said
changed hands a half dozen highway on the Southern out- ki's nationally-certified job is
Just down the street stands
times, sometlln.es in a whirl- skirts of Warsaw, you can see to keep the past alive. The a 757-foot-tall monolithic veswind of controversy. Former a sign decrying a monument switch to capitalism has only tige of the comfilunist system
communist Aleksander Kwas- to. the holocaust. ·" They'd helped his business. Historical that kept ,Poland·gowµ for so
niewski was elected president rather forget," Wojiciechoski tourism has been .on the rise long. The-Palace pf Culture
in 1995, then removed from said.
since the fall of the iron cur- and Science used to quarter
. office when a new constituWhile talking..to ~group of tain, much of it to holocaust the communist government.
· •tfon was drawn in 1997, then students (one of whom is the sites and museums. Whether · Now it's a multi-purpose
re-elected' in 2000 - all the author ofthis story).in the for- its 1 citizens like ·it or not,. building, still towering over
while Poland was in talks mer Jewish ghetto of Warsaw, Poland's past is big business.
the rest of the city, a reminder
about becoming an EU mrm- Wojiciechowski heard a man
Business has become the ' of the past.
_ ··
ber.
· ·
say
something
out
bf
an
apartbusiness
of
Poland.
as
of
late.
"!'hate
that
building,"
Woji1
In 2001, with control of the ment window nearby. It's an With its ·r ecent entry into the ciechowski said, his face tightgoveminent solidly and final anti-Semitic comment that he EU, the country is polishing eiling. "~t reminds me of what
.ly in the hands of the peopl~ doesn't want-to relay in Eng- its image in the' hope that it they did to this country."
. Poland did something thex lish.
will reflect the powerhouses
That part of Poland's past
hadn't done before: Apologize
"This is what we have to of Western EU.rope: France .4e wouldn't mind forgetting.
to the Jews for a 1941 mas.s acre deal with here," he said. ''He's and Germany. Roads are being Wojiciechowski doesn't bat an
by Poles of hundreds and pos- mad because he doesn't want built from Warsaw to Krakow eyelash when giving his opinsibly more than a thousand us here."
and back again. A large-scale ion on the system he lived
Jews during WWII.
That doesn't · faze him construction ' project . near _under for most of his life.
·
Sixty years after the mas- thoq.gh. Not Jewish himself, downtown Warsaw is keeping
"I never liked conimunism .
sacre, that apology still does- · · Wojiciechowski doesn't take . workers busy around the anyway," he said. 'It's going to·
n't sit well with many people offense. He's been teaching clock. It will be a combination take a long time to fix what
in Poland, even those two gen- about Poland's history for two shopping mall and apartment communism broke."

Packing bo:Xe~ for moving season

: Photoshop tricks

The Course Development
two real options: a studio or a
". an~ .:Web ' Servi~es ' Digital '
shared apartment.
- ·
Media Team ~ost a i'.~ · ,., . ·,..,.,,..
"
Drew Reiber lives inastudio
: brown bag lup.ch '~ssio~ on , :1'! "< !€~aves
.apartment at Arden Villas and
; Photoshop tips ·and tricks on ·
• •
describes his one-room home
-· Tuesday at noon. The team '
as
a shoebox. However, that
KATE
HOWELL
: .w ill demonstrate some o'ftlie ' Staff Writer
doesn'tmeanhe
doesn't like his
• features available iri. the latest
box.
: version of the photo editirik
Home is where the heart is
"I have my privacy," Reiber
.. software.
and, with the fall semester fast says. ''Arden Villas is a nice
~
Participants · are . encourapproaching, many UCF stu- place that rents to lots offami; aged to RSVP at http://
dentsareontheprowlforanew lies and professionals, so I don't
: cdws.ucf.edu/brownbag and
place to live. With so many have to deal with wild parties
" bring their lunch to 'the
choices it is easy to ge~ lost in a destroying my deposit. It's
• Library Room 157. .
maze of options: House or quiet, the neighbors keep to
:
For more information,
apartment? Rent 0r buy? The themselves and the security is
: · contact Course Development
answer depends on many fac- excellent."
! and Web Services at 407-823tor~.
For those who need more
• 3718.
An apartment is the room for their actual .shoes
most traditional off-campus than a studio apartment offers,
; Last meal request?
livfug space. However, 4i order a one-bedroom, full-sized
'"
The Marketplace campus
to afford one and continue eat- apartment is the next option.
: cafeteria will close after
irig1 most students liave only Around UCF, don't expect to
• brunch on July 31 ta coincide
: with the end' of sunliner term.
: Un til .then, · the all-you-can- ·
: eat eatery will_ be. open Mon~

-Searching for home
some lost ..

~ ~~~F~~~~9~ ~t~~: ~o~~ ,
0

:f

____
·:.
•

...•

_:::.'-"----'-""-:;_....;:.._.;:.._;_

.,>

.· Let us know
••

.....

; , The Future wants to hear
~ from you! If you have a club,
! organization or event , and
: want your information to be
; ' considered for the Around
: Campus column. send a fax to
• 407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
. ; editor@ucfnews.com. Deadr lines are 5 p.m. Monday fot the
~ Wednesday ec;l.ition.
-~----~~~~"'-----

·, A~dinlivingexpensesandutil1
' ~ "ii.ii;!s,.i;u+"qAhatfigurewµtreduce
theaverageUCFstudenftoa
.
steady diet of Ramen poodles
~.~
~d water. ·Luckily, two- or
·
•
_<·
three-bedroom apartments
run anywhere between $650
and $900. An added benefit is
J
that having rbommates also
·
allows you to share the cost of .
utilities.
For those people new to the ·
•
•
area - or those who simply
don't know anyone_they could.
standtolivewith-severalcomplexes will provide roommate
matching services and individ- CYNTHIA LUCERO
ual leases.
UCF STUDENT
IndiVidual leases are good
because ifone roommate skips
',
out on his or her rent, the
land one of those for less than.
$600 to $700 a month.
PLEASE SEE APARTMENloN A7
11

We bought our
' hOUS.e and
the mortgage·
isn't any higher
than What We
were paying 1n
-rent/'

D • th -t

.

·
1!':... :. e respasser

.. Sunday from 11 am, tp ·Zp.m. , -,,_.~ ,.. ,,··-~ , _,, . . . .•
;
On weekdays, breakfast
is '~--· ,,,~. 'HEIDI A.DE VRIES
.
Managing Ediior ,
+ served from 7 a.m: to 10 a.m.,
! lunch is served 11 a.m. to 2
.. p.m. and dinner is served
Chandler Bela,ston, 21, tol<;i.
: from 4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. On
UCF Police that he was at
,: weekends, brunch is served 11
Pegasus Pointe Apartments,
.;· a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and dinner is .
despite a warning not to tres• from 4:30 to 7 p.m.
.
pass again, to collect money ·
: . The Marketplace is' in the
that'was owed to him. Belaston
.. Student Resource Center.
had already been caught tres.:
passing on June 26.
...
. ! Find another parking space
Officer Allan Darcey found
The North Parking Garage,
Belaston on stairs outside of
" across from the UCF Arena
Building 12 where he recog·! · on N,orth Orion, will be
nized the man from the past
: closed for maintanence start-·
charge. Belaston said that agirl
• · ing today and continuing
from the front office had said
.._until Aug. 20. ·
.
that though· she couldn't take
.; , Parking Services is workresponsibility for .h is entering
ing on arrangm,ents for sum:Pegasus Pointe, he could go in.
•' mer graduation, which is ori
The office said that the girl
·+' July 31. .
'
couldn't grant that permission
::·
For more information, call
and
Belaston
was arrested
for
.
,.
I
; Parkhlg Services ·at 407-823trespassing at 12:54 a.m. on
: 5812.
· June28.
~

, Nation & Wotld

D,1'

checked,herlicensemaycome
back suspended. Jonatzke said .
she had about $700.worth of
:r{ff~1'~,4,-,,1I
speeding tickets that she had
'f 11((. fW/ '1//it'
Directions
needs,
arrest
granted
paid,
but may not be off her
'• ,"({1!111
•'J~'i. .
Officer Clement Punter record yet.
·saw Rebecca Jonatzke U-turQ.
Punter noticed her breath
moving' through the air-condi- illegally at Gemini and Univer- smelled of alcohol and she had
tioning ducts.
sity Boulevards at 3:54 a.m. on a green wristband on.
Officers Gonzalez· and July 7. He followed her _and
- Jonatzke said she and her.
Mario Jenkins went to the pulled her over after she passenger had been to the
fourth floor in building ll3, stopped at a green light for two nightclub Tabu. When asked if
where the complaint originat- seconds, according to poli~e she had been drinking,
.
Jonatzke replied that she had
ed. The resident assistant ·reports. ·
pointed to the room where th.e
, Jonatzke, 23; activated her drank three shots of vodka ~d
smell had been coming from, left turn signal and then·made a Red Bull, while taking her
and the officers knocked on a right turn on to Turbine friend out for her birthday. She
the door. A man opened the · Drive and stopped. As Punter told Punter that she was lost
door, allowing the officers to . · walked up to the car, it inched and that she wanted direcsee numerous bottles of beer forward. Jonatzke, according · tions, so she .could get home to
inside the room, according to to Punter's report, had forgot- Cocoa Beach.
the police report. They ten to put the car in park
After checking her license,
entered and talked to the resi- before taking her foot off the Punter found out that the
dent of the room, Vanessa Bel- · brake pedal .
woman had qer license susmonte. Belmonte, 18, agr~ed to ,., The .woman, when ·asked pended three times for failure
let the officers search ,her \ for her driver's license, handed · . to pay tr'affic fines: ,
Tattler rums in pot-smoker
room.
the officer her military identiPunter asked Jonatzke to '
A resident assistant in the
· Inside a desk .drawer, Gon- fication. When he insisted on., perform some sobriety tests,
Academic Village told Officer zalez found a cloth bag with a the license, she handed it ' to which she did ·and then he
Sam Gonzalez that a call-had · glass pipe, rolling pape.r and a him, but warned the officer arrested her for driving.wider
· been received co~plainillg the bag with seven grams of weed that the car belonged to her the influence and driving witll
smell of burnt marijuana .w as inside.
passen~er and that if Punter
a suspended license.

-Police
Beat

Belmonte was arrested for
having pot and drug paraphernalia at 2:43 am. on June 29. '

K~ep eurrent with headlines

you may have missed

t

Kerry to highlight public service
during Democratic convention
BOSTON - The Democratic National Convention will be
filled with references to John
Kerry's pul:?lic . service, with
particular emphasis in the
wartime campaign on the
Massachusetts senator's tiine .
in the military.
As the United States tries to
repair relationships with its
allies and braces for the possibility of another terrorist
·a ttack designed to disrupt the
election, the Kerry campaign
said Tuesday that the convention will be centered around
the theme of "Stronger at
Home, Respected in the
World."

•

Bush, in Midwest, 'challenges
Kerry on conservative values
WASHINGTON - President George W. Bush is courting rural voters in Michigan,
Minnesota and Wisconsin,
closely shadowing rival John
Kerry's recent Midwestern
tour and·trying to outflank the
Democrat on his c.laim that he
is the champion of "conserva7
tive values."
Bush refers to Kerry ·as "the ,,,.
senator from Massachusetts" •
- a dig meant to reinforce
Bush's assertion that Kerry is
out of touch with Midd le
America. Bush carries that
m essage on Tuesday to Michigan's Upper Peninsula, · a
sparsely populated region no
sitting president has visited in
more than 90 years.
Bush won the Upper Penin7
sula, according to his campaign, but lost Michigan by
about 5 percentage points, and
he wants it$ 17 electoral votes
in his column this. year. He was
trumpeting what he views as
an improving economy, aides
said.

•

France faults U.S. for limiting
access to generic HIV drugs
BANGKOK, Thailand
France on Tuesday accused the
United States .o f pressuring
developing countries to give
up their right to make cheap
generic HIV drugs in return for
free-trade agreements - with
President Jacques Chirac catling the tactic' "tantamount to
blackffiail."
.,
..
A U.S. official dis:rriissed the
French allegatio11 as - "nonsense," while delegates to' the .
Inte:r;national · AIDS Conference lamented figures showing
only about 7 percent of the 6
million people in poor countries who need antiretroviral
treatment are getting it.

Philippines vows to withdraw
troops soon to save hostage
MANILA, Philippines
Frantically trying to obtain the
release of a captive Filfpino
truck driver with the clock
tickip.g down, the Philippines
said Tuesday it would withdraw its tiny peacekeeping
force from Iraq as soon as it
can.
However, the statement,
which followed all-night Cabi- ·
net consultations, was unclear- • ·
as to whether Manila was
advancing the pullout a~ 1
demanded by the Iraqi militant .ifi
kidnappers, or was sticking by
its commitment to bring its 51strong force home on Aug. 20
as planned.
II'
, The confusion· may have
been deliberate as President
Gloria · Macapagal .Arroyo
seeks to maintain her. staunch
support of tlie U.S.-ied war on
terr<;>rism while avoiding a possible
domestic backlash if
.
Angelo dela Cruz, a 46-yeatold father of eight, is beheaded.
~.,,)

t

Tarza~ actor's tige~ killed after

escaping from Ronda tage

LOXAHATCHEE, Fla - A
tiger .that escaped from the
home of a movie actor who ' ·~ii,
once played Tarzan-was shot to
death Tuesday after it lunged
at a state wildlife officer who
was trying to ·capture it.
-·
· Officers approached the
tiger intending to shoot it w~th
tranquilizers, but an officer ~
had to use a bullet in selfdefense when the 6oo~pound
tiger lunged.
A dozen wildlife trackers · ~··
and · sheriff's deputies had
PLEASESEE
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see sales person for details·~

2004GOLF GL
p /Windows, p/locks, Side Airbags,
ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm
& Much Morel

2004 JETTA GL
p /Windows, p/locks, Side Airbags, · ·
ABS Ke'fless Remote, Alarm
.
& Much Morel

lEASE fOR

S269

*Leases are calculated with $0. total down. IncIudes' 1st payment, $0 s~c. deposit, tags, title and. license. L.e asing W.A.C. thru· ·vwc. ,Expires 7/31/04
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What's in the news at
• colleges around the country

Japan to ~rder operator of
scandal-hit college to dissolve
TOKYO (Kyodo) - The
education ministry is set to
t order
the dissolution of
t Mizuho Gakuen, which ran a
college·in Yamagata Prefecture
alleged to have embezzled government scholarships and
whose Chinese students were
founO. working , instead of
attending school, ministry officials said Tuesday.
The college, which began
recruiting Chinese students in ·
the spring of 2000 due to poor
finances, has been accused of
.misappropriating 43.5 million .
. en in government-ftlnded
scholarships that should have
been paid to students.
The last six students graduated last year and all staff
members have been laid off.
The majority of the college's
land and property has been
seized by ~uthorities due to
delayed tax payments.

Cop accused in student murder
·• 'unlikely' to testify in other cases
COLUMBIA, Mo. - A former Columbia. policeman
who is charged with murder
in a college student's slaying
was a planned prosecution
~ witness in more than "two
dozen unrelated cases including two in which his
lawy~r is also the defense
attorney.
But Boone County's prosecutor said it's unlikely expoliceman Steven Arthur Rios
will ever be called to testify.
One defense attorney said dismissal of some charges is a
·
possibility.
·Rios has been charged with
first-degree murder and
armed criminal action in the
• June 5 slaying of Jesse James
Valencia, 23, a history major at
the University of MissouriColumbia. Police have said
Rios, who is married,
acknowledged ~ sexual relationship with Valencia:.
~ Visa restrictions decrease

· international science enrollment
. :BOZEMAN, Mont. - Officials at Montana State University say tougher visa requite- .
ments created after the Sept.
• ll, 2001, terrorist attacks are ·
, lowering international student enrollment.
l
Graduate school applica1 tions from international stuJ·d ents dropped by 32 percent
! in 2003, the Council of Graduate Schools said.
. Prospective international
i students are required to inter; view at :;i U.S. embassy, creati ing a major backlog, Peterson
· said. Males from Muslim
• countries almost automatical) ly face extra scrutiny.
The visa problem is particularly acute in science and
• technical fields because federal officials worry such stu1 dent~ might gain knowledge
l and skills that could be used
. against this co~try.

• CU steps up anti-drinking
: campaign for incoming freshmen
.

BOULDER, Colo. - Freshmen entering the University
of Colorado· this fall are get1 ting a stiff anti-aJ.cohol mes. sage as the school tries to
crack down on binge drinking
and shed' its image as a party
school.
After a sex-and-alcohol
scandal surrounding the foot• ball team and a rankfug ru, the
· nation's No. 1 party school by
· the independent Princeton
Review, CU toughened its
drinking policies and stepped
. up its anti-alcohol message.
f
This year's freshmen will
: be the first to take a mandatory Web-based alcohol course.
They will also be the targets
i:t of a $20,000 marketing cam. ~· p;tign intended to show that
binge drinking i~ not "normal"
'• behavior.

...

· Acadia University provides
:, Xandros OS to undergrads
Acadia ·University has
selected the Xandros Desktop
· ' Operating System (OS) to give
i to its undergraduates. The
· university in Wolfville, Nova
Scotia, offers a customized
' version of the Xandros Desktop OS on Dell D600 laptops
as part of its teaching and
1 learning environment, which
[ is providing 9,000 n~tebook
compute.r s over three years to
its students and faculty.
Acadia's students receive
Dell Latitude D600 notebooks
: for use during the academic
f'
i}'jyear:
'; 1

;

...
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searched more than 24 hours
for the animal, which escaped
Monday. They had kept
watch Tuesday in a five-acre
area of dense slash pines and
palm trees, hoping to catch
the 6-year-old tiger named
'Bobo.

(

Senate candidate Martinez
backs.marriage amendment
Republican U.S. Senate
candidate Mel Martinez, considered a moderate in his last
elected post in Florida as
chief executive of Orange
County, said Tuesday he
backs a proposed constitutional amendment to restrict
marriage to heterosexual
couples
U.S. senators this week
began debating the marriage
amendment, which isn't
expected to get the two-thirds
majority needed to advance it.·
Other Republican candidates for the seat being vacated by U.S. Sen. Bob Graham .
also support the marriage
amendment.
Former U.S. Rep. Bill

.,
PAT ROQUE I A~SO.CIATED PRESS

.

Supporters of Angelo dela Cruz, the Filipino worker held hostage in Iraq, are hit by police
water cannon as they are dispersed yesterday in Manila: Dela Cruz is threatened with
beheading
unless demands for the pulling out of Filipino troops in Iraq are met.
I

Mccollum would vote for it,
said Shannon Butler, his
spokeswoi;nan.
Former .Florida House
Speaker Johnnie Eyrd didn't
return a phone call.
All the Democratic candidates, Miami-Dade Mayor

Alex Penelas, former education commissioner Betty Castor and U.S. Rep. Peter
Deutsch, said they would vote
against the marriage amen.dment if given the chance.
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collaborating , with
the
National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases.
The new technique could
NASEEM SOWTI
help develop SARS-specific
Senior Staff Writer
antibodies that would help
Link between obesity, overeatpeople recently exposed to
ing and addiction found
the SARS .virus. It can also
Mounting evidence sug- make possible' the developgests chronic overeating can I ment of a similar approach to ·
be a form ofsubstance ~buse, · prevent or treat other illness-.
according to rese:l!chers at es such as HIV/AIDS and
University of Florida
hepatitis C.
The researchers have
Antibodies are made by
shown that i.J.licit drugs snare special immune system cells
users because they engage call B cell~. They are turned
brain pathways associated on by encounters to a new or
with appetite and the enjoy- repeat foreign "invader."
. ment of food. Four UF studies
suggest a . link between Mutant strains
overeating, obesity . and not sci-ti anymore
addiction and could lead to
A fast~spreadib.g mutant
treatments for. people strug- · strain of syphilis has proved
gling with weight problems, resistant to the antibiotic pills
alcoholism or drug use.
commonly used by.patients.
Obesity is the second leadResearchers at the Univering cause of premature death sity of Washington in Seattle
in the United States and is have found at least 10 percent
predicted to overtake tobacco of syphilis samples from
use as the No. 1 cause within patients at sexually transmita few years.
ted disease clinics in four
cities had a strain resistant to
New method developed
the antibiotic azithromycin.
to fight SARS
·
Experts say doctors should .
Human antibodies that switch to penicillin or other
thwart the SARS virus in· antibiotics instead. But some
mice can be m~ss-produced of those antibiotics can cause
quickly using a new laborato- nausea and other undesirable
ry technique developed by an side effects and must be
international research team taken for a longer per~od of

Week in Science

time.
Syphilis decreased in the .
Unit~d States through the
1990s, then increased 19 percent. from 2000 to 2003,
according to the Centers for
Disease Control. ·Scientist
still are uncer~~ about how
mutant s~rflills rise.

Allergic to pets? It may be
your neighbors'. fault.
Detectable levels of dog
and cat allergens are universally present in U.S. homes,
accordirig to scientists at the
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences.
Their study found that
although allergen levels were
considerably higher 41 homes
with an indoor dog or cat,
lev~ls associated with an
increased risk of allergic sensitization were common even
in homes witl:iout pets. fa
addition, the researchers
found that dog ·and cat allergen levels were higher among
households belonging to
demographic groups in
which dog or cat ~wnership
was more prevalent, regardless of whether or not the
household had ah indoor pet.
Hence, avoiding allergens
by pet-allergic patients in
communities with high levels
of pet ovyners4ip may not be
easy.

.

-

3 months
in.Athens
FROM

Al

food services.
''ARAMARK presented
this opporttinity in one of my
leadership classes, and I met
most of the criteriatheywere
asking for. I. had served ~s a
· bartender and had · other
related experience, so I filled
out an application, and here I
am, heading to Athens," Sugerman said.
This year, about 60 students were selected from 10
universities
nationwide.
Other participating unive!si~
ties include Perin State University, the University of
Massachusetts, Boston University, Johnson and W~les
University, Cornell Universi. ty, the University of
Delaware and Texas Tech
University. ·
Students will .be working 1 .
in Athens until October 15,
and all major expenses,
including meals, are covered.
"I contribute this great
opportunity to .Rosen Gollege; because I heard about it
through Rosen College.
Working for such a great
company - ARAMARK.:__ is
great," Sugerman said.
During their internship,
students may meet the
world's greatest athletes arid
will work with an interna. tional staff. "The students
will get a chance to work
With people from all around
the country and the world,"
Park said.
. "This is such a great
·[opportunity] even right out
of school," Sugerman said.
S)le is planning to keep a
~,
.
MARCIO JOSE SA~HEZ I ASSOCIATED PRESS
Weekly diary of her adven- Jearl Miles-bark, right, leads the field c'competitors to win the womens 800 meters ,
finals at the U.S. Olympic track a~d fiel< trials in Sacramento, Calif., Monday.
'tures in Athens.

SOUP OR
APPETIZER
&ENTREE

SPECIAL
LUNCH
MENU
CHOICE OF ONE:

CHOICE OF ONE EN'l1tEE:

Thai Style Beef
Noodle Soup ·
or
Chicken Spring Roll
or
Small Mixed Salad

Scallop Sesame
Ginger Soy Sauce

863 N. Alafaya Trail
Waterford Lakes Town Center

407-382-8201

Golden brow" Sea Scallop bedded Otl
atlgel bair. tlOOdle served with Sesame

gi1lger soy Sallee.

or

Slir~!~t~~iJ;l~t~!~~~bell

pepper, and sweet basil with. sweet
chili paste sat1Ce.

or

Pork Panang Curry

Sat1teed sliced pork loin, StlOW pea, bell
pepper with Thai Panang C11rry cream
sance .f!"d grou11d peanut.

Critic's Choice
BEST THAI RESTAURAN T
- Scott Joseph; Orlando Sentinel
Foodie Award 2003

HEATHER GLEN APARTMENTS

tlFE HERE IS
'JUST CO
GREAT

MOVE-IN
Specialsl*
'

1· &2
Bedroom

Fl~orplans*

NO APPLICATION
FEEi*
when you mention this ad!

HEATHER GLEN
APARTMENTS
Located 1 · mile from UCF on University
Blvd between Rouse ·and Dean .
10801 Heat~r Ridge Circle • Orla~o. FL 32817

407. 657. 0011 lit

·

.··Technical
Training .. hig·her · · ·
test scores
Need ·a·certificatlon
guarant8e,d ·..7;, .
. to get thejob of
LSAT

GMAT
GRE

)

MCAT

DAT

.l

~-, --··--your .dreams?
~ . We provide
We'U train you!
training.for. .. · . 1OO's of .

MCSE
MC OBA

•

· . Security+ .
Network+ ~And many
. · more .

...

I·

'

.

.

r

,,

,

'

Financial Aid Includes:
Loan Assistance, Deferred .
Payment Pl.an, Workforce_. ·
·Development, Veteran's
Assistance, and Tuition
·Reimbursement Assistance.

••

· ACT"

Attf?nd all requi red classes or r flake-up sessions, complete. all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If yout score doesn 't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic ·
or a prior official 'test score. you· can choose t o repeat ·our program for free pr get a
· · flJll refund of y9ur tu itiqn~ * It'.$ t .hat ~lt'npl~.

courses
to ·
choose
from.

.CCNA ·
A+
. CIW

;(

or your. money back;*

'

"

LSAT: Classes B }gin 8/21/04 & 9/1/04
~MAT: Classes e·e gin 8/26/04 & 9/26/04
· GRE: Classes Begi_n 8/26/04 ·& 10/6/04· · .
MCAT: Classes Begin 10./ 6/04 & 1/11/05
.

'

.

World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

'

"'

KAP .LAN

UNIVERslTY OF CBNTRAL F'LoRJDA

• Test names are reg!stered trademarks· Of their respective owners.

*"'To be eligibie 'for this offer; you must be enrolled in Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring, or online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of you,r official score report and your
course ma.t erials within 90 days. .

407.882.0260
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·l) ·.Never . spend any,
_2) Donate plasma. _.·

1

•

'

to ,always have money

'
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kaptest .co~ ·

www.ce.ucf.edu
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Earn Sl80/month donating
your Iiie-saving plasma•.
,•

DCI Biologicals Orlando e 1900 _41afaya .Trail, Suite SOO • . ~21-235-91 o·o
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Study: Info overwhelms
pilots
'

NASEEM SOWTI
5enior Staff Writer

A team of UCF researchers
has pinpointed the shortcomings of Notices to Airmen,
known in aviation circles as
NOTAMs. They conducted
the yearlong research in
response to a request from
Federal Aviation Administration.
"FAA noticed in their incident reports that some of the
accidents happened because
pilots didn't receive or understand the critical info in the
NOTAMs,"
said
Florian
Jentsch, director of Team Performance Laboratory at UCF.
NOTAMs are notices that
are distributed by telecommunication to pilots before each
flight. They contain esse~tifl}
information such as changes in
aeronautical facilities, procedures or hazards. However, the
technology used for displaying
these notices is almost 30 years
old.
Results of Jentsch's research
show that the system used .to
display NOTAMS has a ''yery
weak hunian factor, because
machines in the 70s were Teletype machines, which used all
capitol words and lots of abbreviations," Jentsch said. The allcapital text makes it difficult
for the reader to separate .out
important information, and
m:any abbreviations are incomprehensible.
However, capitalization and
abbreviations are not the only
shortcomings of this "vintage"
system. "The way the information is listed is by time of entry
and not in a logical order. You
get information there that's
irrelevant to you," Jentsch said.
Je~tsch, who holds commer- '
cial pilot and flight instructor
licenses, showed a 33-page

NOTAM for a short flight from
Orlando to Tampa and back.
"This is a lot of information to
sift through. You maybe getting
information about flight zones
or notices in Iraq that really
doesn't pertain to you," he said.
He added that many pilots have
given up reading the NOTAMs
and just hope that the air traffic ·
control will let them know of '
any notices or dangers.
UCF's Team Performance
Laboratory, a part of Human
Factors Psychology program in
the psychology department,
received $75,000 from the FAA
to conduct this reS'earch. Raegan Hoeft and Janeen Kochan,
both working toward their doctoral degrees in the Applied
Experimental and Human Fae-.
tors Psychology program,
assisted Jentsch in this
research.
.
"To conduct tliis research
we used a tln:.ee-pronged
approach," Jentsch said. The
team looked ,at the system itself

Look for deals on Web·
FROM

,

and performed a human-factor
analysis. It then looked at the
incident and accident reports
for the type of problems and
their causes. Finally, it surveyed
77 pilots and dispatchers, most
of who indicated they want the
notices to be easy-to-read and
in plain language.
Jentsch presented . the
results of his research in June at
a meeting in Washington, D.C.
"What we suggested to l'AA
was parting the info to sep~ate
sections, so that finding information wpuld be easier. We
also recommended use of
mi.Xed capitalization, plain
words, and bold words for
important notices," he said.
Jentsch and his team also
presented their findings to
Internatio.n al Civil Aviation
Organization, which is dealing
with similar problems.
"I am very hopeful [about
the outcome of this research].
FAA has really taken it to
heart," Jentsch said. He pointed

all other cell phones in the plan,
and it's nice," she said.
Still, both women have some
complaints about their plan. ,
"The billing is inconsistent,"
Rurut said. "They screwed up
last month's bill."
Said Casey: "There are certain areas you just can't get a
signal in - my in-law's house,
for example. My mother-in-law
is a sales representative, and
·she can't get reception on s.ome
points bf 1-95. What if she
breaks,down?"
For those without big families or on a fixed income, some
companies offer features that
allow customers to keep every
minute they pay for. Cingular
Wireless's rollover plan does
just that.
Student Dania Lopez also
finds the idea of Cingular's

•1

Major mobile company pricing
Cingular Nation Plan

famed "Rollover Minutes"
Per month Minutes
amusing. "They considerately
$29.99
250
let us keep the minutes we've
450
$39.9~
already paid for," she said sar$49.99
600
castically. "How nice of therri.
Only 'unlimited night and weekends on
Soon the gas companies will be
certain plans. Only rollover minutes on
bragging about letting us keep
certain plans. Long distance included in
the gas we bought past the end
all plans.
of the month."
Students can also make use
AT&T National Plan
of independent phone stores to
Per month Minutes
weed out the best deal among
$39.99
450
different providers. Indepen$49.99
600
dent stores can ofte~ be found
$59.99
900
along major highways. Just look
Includes unlimited nights and
for signs advertising generic
weekends and long distance.
cell phones.
Jeremy Ingram works at one
such store, Beepers and phones and beat the prices on
Phones, 100 E. Altamonte company-controlled stores.",
Drive. "We carry Sprint, THe also recommended the
Mobile and AT&T phones,'' he · plan he uses for himself. "I've
said. "This is good because if been through several and right
you're rejected from one you now I like T-Mobile," he
still have two more to apply to. explained "With ·600 ffiinutes
Also, we can make deals on the for·$40, free long distance, free

Al

out that NOTAMs are critical
information that pilots need to
be aware of. Lack of such
awareness not only puts the
pilots and their passengers at
risk, but also can cause them to
lose their license.
~
FAA has already made
. progress in fixing this problem.
A prototype, made by a company whose name was not mentioned, actually separates the
data into categories. Different
government or commercial.
agencies will also be working
on developing the toqls and
technology•to improve the systern.
"With today's technology
we don't have to use the old
systems. This is in FAA's agenda and they are moving in the
right direction," Jentsch said,
He hopes that the Team Perfor. mance -Laboratory, which is
ranked among the best in the
world, will be asked to evaluate
the new replacement technologies.

Sprint PCS Free & Clear Plan
Per month
$35
$40
$50

Minutes
300
500
700

Includes free night and weekend minutes
and nationwide long distanc.e.

T-Mobile National Plan
Per month Minutes
$19.99
60 whenever/500 weekend
$29.99 .
300 whenever/unlimited
weekend
$39.99
600 whenever/unlimited
night and weekend

f,·

SOURCE: CFF RESEARCH

roaming and free nights and ·
weekends, you get the most for
your money. Also, it's an [international] company, so if you
want to call home from
Czechoslovakia, you can. This
is good because college stu:.
dents like to travel."

In the future, someone -w ill
start a company in their garage
that takes 39010 market share
away from Microsoft: .
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Apartmen~ lack privacy while

0

houses can be pricey for students
A2

orphaned roommate isn't stuck
with the bill. The dowriside is
that individual leases tend to
costalittlemorethansplittinga
.standard lease. University
House on Alafaya offers both
roommate tl).atching services
and individual leases..
Having more roommates
isn't always better ~ough. Few
four-bedroom
apartments
:exist, and they are substantially
;more expe~ive. Thus, it would
seem that the best number of
roommatestosharecostswithis
:usuallyoneortwo. "
With a variety of amenities
and no required lawn maintenance, apartments can be
extremely convenient. Most
'apartments in the UCF area
have apoolandagym.Some
also have computer labs.
The extras aren't cheap
<though,andmany rentersend
up paying for extras already
offered on campus. Many
renter,s will never use the
amenities they are paying for.
For instance, Chatham J..anding touts its quaint fishing
dockfor emergency seafood
·cravings.
·
: Houses on the other hand
•offermorespaceatthecostof
the little extras ap;rrtments
boast.

Thepricescanalsobewidely
different, .d epending on the size
and location. Genei;__ally though, .
· renters can expect to pay anywhere from $800 to more than
$1,000amonth.
Still, houses have yards, and
living in a house often gives the
tenants more freedom - as
their landlord won't constantly
be nearby like an apartment .
manager is.
Perhaps as a result, house
tenants are known to be a bit
more rowdy, resulting in broad
restrictions.Oviedoandseveral
commUnities near UCF·have
instituted a twofamily-perhousehold ordinance. Basically,
two ·unrelated
people can live
together, but
three cannot
unless somehow related. -This law
and others
like it aim to
discourage large
amounts
. of college
students
from

renting a place and trashing it.
Still, many owners will ignore
this policy as long as .t heir tenants behave.
·
Of course, with rent ste.adily
increasing and no real return
fromthousandsofinvesteddollars, some students are choosingtobuyinsteadofrent.Buyers
often get more home for less
money as a mortgage usually
isn't any higher than paying the
morithlyrent.
· ·
However, there are closing
costs, down payments and
propertytaxestodealwith,and
studentswhoonlyplanto'stayin
the UCF area until graduation
are unlikely to make any money
on .such a short investment.
Also, students cannot leave the
areaasquicklyiftheyhavetosell
a.house.instead of simply movingout.
'
Students, especially those
whoaremarriedorplanningon
staying near UCF, may want to
go .the mortgage route. With
home ownership come tax ben- '
efits, equity and the appreciation of a good investment over
time, as well as the freedom to
makechangestoreflectpersonal tastes.
"We bought our house about
ayearago,andthemortgageisn't
any higher than what we were
payinginrent eachmonth,"says
Cynthia Lucero, referring to
the home she shares withher
fiance Adam Buttrice. "We
have our privacy-and our
giantrottweilerisfreetorun
around the yard."
In the end, try to find a
balance between your
needs and the amourit of
money you can afford to
·spend. Consider how you
will get along w ith roommates - some form lifelong
bonds, while others are constantly at one another's throats.
Whether you rent or buy,
have a yard or not, remember to
have a budget and pay your bills
on time. If you don't, you may
find yourself back home w ith
mom and dad pretty quick.

ILLUSTRATION BY BEN HENDERSON I CENTRAL HORID_AFUTURE
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Business Center w/Far,, Computer &Copier • Game Room·• 24 Fitness Center • . .
High Speed ~,Wnet • 9a$ketbqll (ourt • Sand VolleyW Court • Two Sparkling Swimnilg Pools
Car Wash • 24 Hour Emergency Maintena.- • Professionally landscaped Groutds
. UCF Shuttle • Covered Parking • Yrreless Internet at the Pool
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lndMdual Alarm Systems • Berber Carpef • Ceramic Tie Entries •_Cable TV w/HBOs
. Cei&ng Fans• UHlities Inducted• Washers/Dryers• Kitchen Pcmtries'
Carpeting &Designer Colors • Wood Floors • White·on·White Kitchen Applances
Frost Free Refrigerator1 with Ice Makers Microwaves • Dishwashers • Large Patios • Mii Binds
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· "A Full Service florist"

Student or Faculty ID! ·

14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

I

FROM

CASCADES .3

Flor<1I Gardczn ~f Winter Pork
W<1tcrrford Lakes

5689 Red Bug Lake Rd.
Winter Springs, FL 32708
Phone 407-740-0018
Fax 407-740-0096
1-888-548-7484 .

10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-41 5-9554

. Stop by, call, or visit us online! WlfVW.allinbloom.com.
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Wire service or Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card
(wire and delivery service excludes discount)

Giving you great
. value is our goal
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We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery"

CARS, VANS, SUV'S, PICK-UPS,
HEAVY DUTY TRUCKS and more~ ..

ASATURDAY
10AM
Preview: Friday
· July 16th
8:30am-5:00pm
FeatW"~:

GYe.at' Sel.ect"l.01'\4
C~from;

popular- m.ake-¥
~modeW~
~For~ Chev,
D~ Old¥, Jeep
~mer~ 0Ve¥

40,000 V~CU"
~ ~t:o-the-·
p~th,u,, year.

LARGEST SALE OF YEAR!

Partial Inventory: 1999-2002's
some trucks 1997's & 1998's
OLDS ALERO, DODGE
STRATUS, BREEZE, CHEVMALIBU, FORD TAURUS,
CONTOURS, CROWN VICS,
CARAVANS, AEROSTARS,
CHEROKEES, EXPEDITION$,
S-10 PICK-UPS, FORD PICKUPS, DODGE PICK-UPS, HD
PICK-UPS, PASSENGER VANS,
& MISC. VEHICLES

NO BUYERS FEES

'
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Preparing for·a · n~w era
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Volleyball in
for toughest
schedule yet
MATT DUNAWAY .
Senior Staff Writer

127

Days until the 200405 UCF men's
basketball season
begins

52

Coach Meg Colado knew this
day was coming. The day she
would have to coach a match
without her first two recruits,
setter Jenp.y Frank artd libero
Lindsey Whalen.
"O:ver the last four years, on
and off the GOurt they [Frank and
Whalen] have set a bar for where
this program should be," Colado
said. ''Now it's up to th~ girls still
b.ere to raise that bar."

UCF is coming off its first~
ever appearance in the second ..
round of the NCAA Tournament, and the 2004 schedule
presents one of the most chal-·
lenging slates in the program's
history.
"You can see that in our
schedule," Colado said.' "Out of
conference we play a lot of bigname programs.''
· ·
The Knights open the season
at home with LSU (Sept. 3) in the
first leg of the UCF Fall Classic.
Cleveland State (Sept. 4) <;lild ,
IPFW (Sept. 4) round out the
field.
·
UCF heads, west for the second straight season as the
Knights participate in the BYU
Mizuno Classic. · The Knights
face Utah Valley State (Sept. 10)
PLEASE SEE
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ASHLEY BURNS
Sports-Editor
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Days until the 2004
UCF women's soccer
season begins

..
I!
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BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

UCF volleyball will chase its fifth consecutive Atlantic Sun Conference championship this season.

•

Sports Editor

0

These movies may not have sexy women or
robots, but they are the top 10 greatest·bad
sports movi~s of the past 25 years

For the third straig~t
ieason, ESPN will
televise U(F
football's opening
game. The Knights'
September 4 season
opener at Wisconsin
will beaired
nationally at noon.
The game marts the
first time the
Knights play
Wisconsin and UCF
Coach·George
O'Leary's return to
college football.

Over the pa5t few weeks, ESPN has
'raised hundreds of thousands of eye,brows with its list of the 25 greatest
sports movies of the past 25 years.
Fans, critics and sports writers all
over the nation have created a massive
stir about :gSPNs rankings, causing millions of amateur Top 25 lists to pop up
everywhere.
Even some of the Future's readers
have chimed in over the past week to .
express their disbelief and alarm at the
exclusion ' of movies like Wildcats,
Rowiders, The Karate Ki.d, 'Ifie Sancllot
and Days ofThunder.
The exclusion and inclusicm of certain movies can be argued for days, but
people are forgetting that there are
qther tim eless classics that are being
·
,
neglected .
Sometimes there are sports nioVies
that are phenomenal Sometimes there
are sports movies that are siffiply awful.
But lost in the i:nlddle are the sports
' . movies that are so awful, people can't
help but love theJl).
While everyone continues to argue
about the greatest sports movies of the
·past 25 years, here are the 10 worst
spoi:t$ movies of the past 25 years that
people can't help but love.
·

1. No Holds Baned (1989}
Professional wrestling has
never been much of a box office
fo~ce, whicb is evidenced by this
15-yeari0ld stinker that starred
iilkjlogan at the top of his then-·
WWFogame. Hogan played Rip, a

Upcoming
Anchorman: The
legend ofRon
Burgundy-

.:>

12 p.m., 12:30, 1:10,
2:30, 3:50, 4:30,
5:00, 7:10, 7:40,
8:10, 9:40, 10:00,
10:40 (Regal
Waterford Lakes 20)

PLEASE SEE
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Quotables
"Overthe last four
year5, on and off the
· court, [Frank and
Whalen} set a bar
for where this pro- .
gram should be.
Now it's up to the
girls still here to
raise that bar."
- UCF VOLLEYBALL

COACH MEG COLADO
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FIU football players arf'ested

t

Watch out 'Canes, FIU
is gunning for the top

ASHLEY BURNS

Days ~ntil the 2004
UCF men's soccer
season begins

•1

FI-U got
senred

Days until the 2004
UCF football season
begins

'

(

day as two FIU students were
sitting in a car. outside ·studept
MIAMI - Three Florida
apartments, waiting for a third
· · International Uhlversity football
Three FIU
person, said Maydel Santana, a
players were 3.rrestec,i, i.D.cluding
football players
spokesperson for the university. ·
one who was charged with
were arrested
Five men showed up instead,
attempted murder for firing a
and charged with
with one, identified by police as
gun into an occupied car, camarmed robbery:
Baker, firing into the car. Neither
pus police said Monday. All three
of the people in the car was hurt,
were suspended from the team.
Santana said. She said no other
Everett Baker, Randy Arnold
details were immediately availand Diamos D~Merritt were
~ble beqmse campus police had
denied bond Monday in their
not filed an official report.
first court appearance and
The other two men in t_he
'locked up ,in a Miami-Dade
group are still at large.
County jail. Their next hearing
DeMerritt
Baker, 20, received the most
was set for July 26.
serious charge: felony attempted
All three were charged with
Baker started seven games at
six felony counts for their . murder for firing into ·an occucornerback for the Golden Panpied car.. He also was charged
alleged roles in an on-campus
thers last season and was expectwith two counts of armed rob· robbery attempt, according to
ed to return to that role this seabery, possession of a weapon qn
state criminal records. Their
.
son.
DeMerritt stap:ed two
school
grounds
and
two.
counts
cases w ere .assigned to the public
of aggravated assault with a . games at running back but was
defender's office.
· limited to eight games b~cause
deadly welilpon, all felonies.
The incident· o.~curred Satur-

Suspects.

·of injuries. Arnold was a reserve
comerback who played in all 12 .
games, starting one.
"Obviously these allegations
are very serious and we're
extremely disappointed," FIU
Athletic Director Rick Mello
said Monday. "Right now, we are
doing everything we can to find
out as many facts as we possibly
can. Understand that we treat
these matters very seriously and
we will take appropriate action
in accordance with university
policy."
Arnold had an arrest record
before getting his football scholarship, according to state police
files.
In March 2001, Leon Councy
Sheriff's deputies arrested
Arnold as a juvenile on three
PLEASE SEE
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rve al~ figuJ;"ed that since I grew ·
up in South Florida, rve seen my fair
share of violence. ·
The majority of my friends were
Miami Hurricanes fans, so .I'm pretty
familiar with violent criminals wasting c'l
their college football talent as well
But when three Florida International University football players were
arrested last week for committing -.i
' armed.robbery and pistol-whipping a
student, I was shocked It
almost as '
absurd as reading that one ofthem was «!
arrested for stabbing ~man in the heart
with a trident
I know that UCF and USF are each
trying to establish itself as the No. 4 ~·
· football school in Florid,a, and I know
that Florida Atlantic University is even
making a little push for notoriety as
4\
' well
·
But ifthis is how FIP plans to get on
the map, then I for one will put my foot ·
down and say, "Shame on you, Pan- ,
·thers:'
· You don't become a top-tier football
t~ by allowing players to run amok
and beat people with firearms anp then
· fire those weapons out ofmoving vehicles like it's Cinco de Mayo.
Trust me, we tried the whole
firearms angle last year and that didn't •,
get us anywhere. .
A good football program starts with
strong ethics and hard work Great ath- _
letes and brilliant coaches come ·
together to form an unstoppable force.
Then when that doesn't work, the team
should commit 196 NCAA violations ~
like Florida A&M University.
All ki~ding aside, we see professional athletes get in trc;mble for the
lamest crimes all the time. At this point, \
I couldn't care less if a guy like Jamal
Lewis almost breaks the NFL singleseason rushing record and then gets
busted with more cocaine than at •'
Mary-Kate Olsen's Sweet 16 party.
The prima doi:ina pro athletes committing these crimes set the .absolute
worst examples for the college athletes.
Fo:r that they deserve to rot in places
worse than Abu Ghraib prison.
But I will never understand why "
these college athletes choose to throw
away their God-given talent for something as petty as armed robbery. There
are hundreds of thousands of kids on 1~>
this planet who will never get a chance
to live their dreams of being professional athletes, and they'd giv:e any:. ~
thing to have half the shof that any'of
these three FIU players pad
What's even sadder is the case of
Vrrginia Tech's star quarterback, Mar- ~"
. cus Vick, who gave his college career
away for a few drinks with underage
girls and a bag ·o f weed. At what point
dicl these kids start taking career advice
from Rick James?
·
For far too long we've watched as
college student-athletes in all sports "'1
have ~kated by with horrible grades
and phoned in their entire academic
· careers just to increase their professional value.
•'ti
At some point someone has to take
responsibility or at least just show the
slightest ounce of concern and knock .,_.,
some sense into these kids. rve always
believed that universities should make
cotirses available to student-athletes in
which they learn how to talk to the ,
media
Scratch that These sttident-athletes
need to get their butts in a classroom
and learn how to be human beings. It's
not fair to those individuals who actually work hard ill the classroom and
graduate to be pigeonholed and stere<r
typed by the actions of a few rotten ~·>
apples. ·
' '
This goes for all of the people who
claim these individuals are.p roducts of .~ . ,
their environments as well T,he purp0se of a university is to teach these
young men how to be sophisticated
adults and escape those environments. ~ ,..
I refuse to believe that a man can't
change for the bettei:
These men. should wear a cap and
gown, not orange jumpsuits and hand- ~ ~·

was

cuffsl

.
Ashley Bums $an be reached at
sports@fKFliews.com

'\(
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Busted with pot, Vick loses football scholarship .
FROM
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felony counts: exhibition of a
destructive device on school
property, carrying a concealed
firearm and aggravated assault
r- with a deadly weapon without
. [ ' attempt to kill, according to·
~ , . records of the Florida Depart'"" ment of Law Enforcement. The
' records did not give the final ·
i
~ disposition of those charges.
:
Arnold was expelled from
Lincoln High that same month
L and tr~sferred to Florida
C A&M High for the 2002 school
year. That season, FAMU High .
had to-forfeit five wins because
Arnold was declared ineligible
under Florida prep rules
because of his an:est and expulsion.
· Mello said the school could
not comment on individual
students and their records.
' "Obviously these are serious allegations,'' Coach Don
Strock sai,d in a statement. '~d
after the due process of law is
served, we'll take it from
there."

"' FAMU rattled by violations

~

TALLAHASSEE - - The
Mid-Eastern Athletic Confer"'. ence plans to strip Florida
{. A&M University of its 2000
cii and 2001 football titles and
nine other championships for
-'196 NCAA rule violations,
0 • most dealing with the academ"1:!1 ic eligibility of ·student-atht; letes.
.
e.. The .propose.d penalties
t.i. were listed in a June 29 letter
::-.:. from MEAC Commissioner
Dennis Tho~as . to. Joseph
r{~ Rainsey II, FAMU's special
.c. assistant to th~ president for
w athletics.
•i~
Ram!;ey said FAMU had
c.i,cbmmitted "substantial noncompliance" in athlete eligibili!!: ty in 11 sports between 1998 arid
:t"2003. The violations mostly
-n dealt with instances where the
.. university's compliance offie,:e
1!"certified academically ineligin\. ble athletes.
r.:: The letter was a respon~e to
:!. FAMU's self-reporting of a list
, of NCAA violations and sug"'1'gested self-imposed penalties.
·n
on

~

0;

~

'
,.,

.,

.~ .

The MEAC hired an independent auditor to look into the violations, and they came up with·
the infraction count, -FAMU
Sports Information Director
Alvin Hollins told The Associ- ·
ated Press on Thursday.
- FAMU also sent its selfreport to the NCAA, ~hich
sent a notice of inquiry to the
school from· the NCAA
Enforcement Staff. The NCAA
.has been in constant communication with the school but
does not comment on cases
still being investigated, NCAA
spokeswoman Kay Hawes said
Thursday.
Hollins said the athletic department and FAMU President Fred Gainous would have
no comment on the MEAC's,..
report until after the NCAA
reports' back to the school,
whi~h the,school aopes will be
in the next two,w:~eks.
MEAC
spokesperson
Michelle Jinks said the conference would alsQ wait for- a
response from the NCAA
before issuing a statement:
' In the school's report,
FAMU listed s~lf-imposed
sanctions. that included three
years prpbation for the school;
the loss of four partial and two
full' scholarships in football.
and ·one each in b11seball,
women's basketball and
women's track fu each of the
µext three academic years.
FAMU also said it would cut
four official visits in football in
each of the next three years.
The MEAC letter said
FAMU would have to forfeit
regular season conference
titles in football for 20010 and
2001, men's · tennis in 2000,
men's indoor track for 2002,
women's indoor track for 199899 and 2000, women's outdoor
track for 1998-99 and 2000 and
volleyball for 1999.
FAMU would also have to
reimburse the conference for
revenue received from winning the conference's all-sports
trophies.
The letter did not address
any ' postseas'on conference
tournaments the Rattlers had
won. '

Earn this marketable degree
at Florida's most prestigious
university!
• MPH Graduate program
' • 15 ci;edit certificate program

TI1e UF Coll~ge of Public Ilea1th and II~al~
Piofessions now offers the complete breadth
oftraining ne~ded fq.r graduates to succeeCI
in the reward.ing publ.i c health environment.

phone • 352-273-6443
email • mph@phhp.ufl.edu
web • www.mph.ufl.edu

HEATHER GLEN APARTMENTS ·

.LIFE ·ff ERE IS
JUST CO
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• MATT GENTRY I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Virginia tech re.dshirt sophomore quarterback Marcus Vick lost his scholarship after being
charged with reckless driving and possession of marijuana one week ago.

Va Tech QB loses scholarship
.RICHMOND, Va. - Virginia Tech quarterback Marcus
Vick was suspended indefinitely from the team last week
after. it was revealed qe was
charged with reckless driving
and possession of marijuana.
Vick has since lost his scholarship. .
The younger brother of
Atlanta Falcons quarterback
arld former Hokies star
Michael Vick was charged after
an early morning traffic stop,
state police said.
He was convicted in May of
three misdemeanors stemming
from a drinking party with
three underage girls.
Vick, a redshirt sophomore,

IL
I'

For more information
about the program:

was expected to challenge senior Bryan Randall for the starting job this season after the two
essentially shared it last season.
, In May, the 20-year-old Vick
was sentenced to 30 days in jail
and fined $2,250 on three
counts of contributing to the
delinquencyof aminorafterhe
and two teammates gave alcohol to 14- and 15-year-old girls
at the players' apartment.
Vick has appealed his conyiction and sentence to Montgomery County Circuit Court.
Vick was suspended for one
.game last season for a violation
of team poli,cy.
- ASSOCIATED PBESS

1 & 2.
Bedroom·
.Floorplans*.·

NO APPLICATION
FEEi*
when you mention this ad/

HEATHER GLEN
APARTMENTS
Located 1 mile from . UCF on University
Blvd between Rouse and Dean.
10801 He.a"ther Ridge Circle • Orlando, FL 32817 -
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~Stallone shines as arm wrestler

M.

~

:;l FROM
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-c'! world-champion

grappler
into a violent competi·r tion in order to stop an evil net_~~.. work executive and take down
""" Zeus, his cross-eyed nemesis.
·,.~.Despite a climactic ending,
,-, i..: which saw Rip tearing apart a
wrestling ring and electrocuting
- the netWork boss, No Holds
;; Bqrred received. no .Academy
.....~ Award nominations.
_,1 forced

?r-

- 2. Over the Top (1987)

~

vi

Successfully tackling the

.;.l strains of a father/son relation- .
· J. ship, Sylvester

Stallone helped
the historically ~derrated
::::sport of arm wrestling on the
A"map. Stallone plays Lincoln
-:>· Hawk, a widowed truck driver
-v that must win his son ba,ck
ttt 1v from his evil father-in-law. His
only recourse? Win an arm
b wrestling tournament in Las
i.,, -~· Vegas. Some classics never
..4 die.
~:; put

.

. ,,,3.Teen Wolf (1985)
117

~t ..,...,

Rarely does a movie perfectly capture not one but two
~ sports while dealing with hot
".,.topics like teenage. were<\j. 2 ,. wolves. Teen Wolf didn't just
.J 11 mark the firs~ time in movie
-.:· history that a werewolf played
· basketball. It also invented van
~l surfing. Michael J. Fooc played
~... Scott Howard, a high school
. ; :.:loser who soars to new heights
~ ?',1 of popularity after he hits
!-!~ canine puberty. The film cap1J tured the hearts of millions
with its message _that people ,
~
don't need to be werewolves
z::: to be cool.
· ..JiJ

ITT·

· .,">

2

A. Hot to Trot(1988)

_..,

In a year when movie stu-

u~.dios

1\( 11

·lit
'

111

~.

Ji'

"! "'

were pumping out hits
t--. like ·Rain Man and The Acci-- dental Tourist, Warner Broth··~ ers went after the talkingnr horse demographic with this
·1n horse-racing , farce.
Bobcat
_ 11 Goldthwait becomes a Wall
::.Z. Street hot shot after he takes .
~~ advice from his talking horse,
z;_Don. Sadly, Gilbert Gottfried's
~·~ perform~ce as a wise-cracking horse dentist was left off
l')~the Oscar ballot.
-01

5. Gleaming the Cube (1989)

Christian Slater phones in a
squinty-eyed performance as a
. kate punk thatJ(turns preppy

COURTESY WARNER BROTHERS

Sylvester Stallone is a truck driver who must win a Las Vegas arm wrestling tournament. ·

in order to catch the men that
killed his adopted Vietnamese
brother. A supporting performance by Tony Hawk
undoubtedly helped increase
the number of highway skateboard injuries in the late '80s.

6. Rad (1986)

8. The Last Boy Scout (1991)
Bruce Willis plays a
washed-up detective. Damon
Wayans plays a washed-up
quartei::back. Halle Berry plays
a dead stripper. This movie set
the record for careless use of
the F-word in the 1990s. .

Small-town ·BMX hot shot 9. Gladiator (1992)
Jones must prove to
A high school ki_d joins an
himself and his friends and undergro~d boxing world tq
family that he can conquer his help save his father from his
competition at Helltrack, the gambling debts. Somehow this
biggest BMX competition iJ1 movie escaped the fate of all of
the world. Not only did Rad the other illegal underground
become a huge cult classic, it .high school boxing league
helped propel the career of movies and. gave us a glimpse
Lori ·~unt Becky" Loughlin.
of Cuba Gooding, Jr.
~·cru"

7.Side0ut(1990)

10.Back to School (1986)

Som.e times a man can only
· Rodney Dangerfield's colfind his true measure in the lege diving cl;:tssic can be
world of professional beach summed up with three words:
volleyball. C. Thomas Howell The Triple Lindy. A remake is
portrayed lawyer, Monroe already in the works for 2006. ,
Clark, who gives up the bench
for the beach. Despite his Honorable mention
endea.ring performances in
The Air Up There, 3 Ninjas,
Side Out and Soul Man, Howell Rocky m-v, Sidekicks
managed to fall off the face of
the Earth. ·

401-382-9960

·· LOCATIONS!

·www.mcc2.net
GOOD .CREDIT • No·CREDIT • BAD CREDIT.

NO PROBLEM
7224 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32807 ·
Certain restrictions apply on select units only.
Tax tags and fees not included
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BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Above left, junior
Emily Watts returns
as one of the leaders
of UCF volleyball
while 2003 Atlantic
Sun "Player of the
Year" Jenny Frank,
above right, has
graduated. Left, the
Knights are looking
for one more A-Sun
title before the team
moves to Conference
USA in 2005.
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BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Final Atlantic Sun season features
tough non-conference opponents
FROM A8

on day one whereas future
Conference USA foe Memphis
.(Sept. 11) and national power
BYU (Sept. 11) . loom on day
two. The Cougars have won at
least 20 matches' in 29 of the
last 30 seasons.
The Knights return ~o east
Orlando the following weekend to host the UCF Fall Invitational. Georgia (Sept. 17),
South Alabama (Sept.18), and
Western Carolina (Sept. 18) fill
an · interesting tournament
field. UCF and UGA matched
up in the ,spring.
"Our schedu1e is a little
more balanced this year with
home and awC\y," Colado said.
"The last couple ofyears·we've
had to go on the road early in
the season to play big-name
schools."
· In-state rivals USF (Sept.
24) and Miami (Sept. 27)
invade the UCF Arena to conclude September before the
Knights dive into Atlantic Sun
conference play.
In its final season.in the ASun, UCF will be looking for its ·
fourth straight league title. The
Knights have won 15 ·straight,
and 29 of its last 30 i!iatches in
~-~--·-.·-"

FOOLED BY
OTHER
PEOPLE'S
PRICES.
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A-Sun action.
round season.
,
UCF hosts Troy (Oct 1),
Returning to the schedule
Belmont (Oct. 15), Lipscomb after ari absence in 2003 is the
(Oct. 16), FAU (Oct. 29) and UCF 'Thanksgiving Classic as
Jacksonville (Nov. 5), while the future Conference USA foe
Knights make trips to. Camp- UAB (Nov. 26) and in-state
bell (Oct. 8), Gardner~Webb rival FIU (Nov. 27) battle the
(Oct. 9), Georgia State (Oct. I Knights.
22), Mercer (Oct. 23), an_d Stetson (Oct. 30).
"The conference will be
sched~le,
very mteresting this "season,"
Colado said. "There are some
Follow UCF volleyball all
new coaches, and the 'x' mi our
season, as the Future will
back will be even bigger this
provide match previews,
season."
gam_
estories, and alook
During the conference sea..
around
the ~-Sun.
son, the Knights will step out
of the league play going on the
Match
Oat~
road to face ACC opponents
vs LSU /UCF FalWassic
Sept. 3
Florida · State (Oct. 12) and
vs Cleveland State I UCF Fall Classic Sept. 4
Georgia Tech (Nov. 1). The
Noles defeated UCF in four · · • vs IPFW I UCF Fall Classic '
Sept. 4
games last season, while the
vsUtahValleyState/ Mizuno Classic Sept. 10
Yellow Jackets are coming off ·
vs Memphis I BYU Mizuno Classic Sept. 11
their best year in school his~o
ry wit.h
NCAA Elite Eight
·at BYU I BYU Mizuno Oassic
Sept.11
appearance.
vs Georgia I UCF Invitational
Sept.17
Bethune-Cookman (Oct.
vs
South
Alabama
I
UCF
lnvitationai
Sept. 18
26) and Florida A&M (Nov. 6)
visit the UCF Arena before the
vsWesteinCarolina/UCFlnvitational Sept.18
Knights play host to the A-Sun .
. vs USF
Sept.24
Tournament (Nov. 19, 20) for
vs Miami
Sept.27
the third straight season. The
. Ra~t!£rs like the 'Knights are
SOURCE: UCF ATHLETICS
cpmmg off an NCAA second
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ffrustees wise to·put
;student needs first .

Everything is included
except water, power, phone,
cable, washer/dryer, Internet,
carpet, air conditioning, .stove,
microwave, dish washer,
windows, doors ...
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ainesville offers every-·
area of canipus as the Arena, ,
direct routes to the plaCE(_S that
thing that students need in students need and want to go.
that would be able t0 host more
graduates and guests during
For those stuck on campus, the
?n~ setting. The city's
.
1dent1ty 1s almost entirely
·only place to buy food is akin to · graduation, allow more stureliant on the presence of the
dents to enjoy big-ticket entera gas station, without the groUniversity of Florida.
tainment options like concerts
ceries most students consider
Similarly, the Florida State
and comedians, and provide
as part of a regular diet.
University side of Tallahassee
more room for sporting events.
That's about to change. Last
thrives on its 'Noles, and free
To provide students living in
week the UCF Board of
bus service is provided for any
that area with things to do, the
Trustees approved ah urban
. student who needs to ge~
development project, opening · plan includes a shopping com~
arot.µid. Though the city may be _the door to more housing, park- plex. Service shops, such as
the state capital, it is equally
FedEx and UPS, and retail outing and - most significantly well known for the university
retail opportunities on campus. lets, like bookstores and clothwhose football team has twice
Though students may complain ing stores, are being considered
as tenantsito suck up students'
been named national champithat UCF is Under Construe- ·
ons.
money and provide UCF with
tion Forever, the project is the
Orlando, on the other hand
new revenue.
sort of thing that UCF needs to
Obviously, more parking is
is defined by the glittery allur'e , establish its credentials as a
of a mouse and a castle.
true campus community- even needed to accommodate the
\Though it is home to the state's o:µe created for itself, by itself.
500 new residents and the traf-ti second-largest university,
fic that the stores and the enterThough UCF currently has
there's no confusfug Orlando as the second-highest number of
tainment complex will create.
a college town. Students at UCF beds among the universities in . The trustees had the_foresight
know that their lives are not a
Florida, hundreds of peqple are to include a parking garage ill.
utopia of family vacations,
denied on-campus housing
the project.
smiles and the "happiest place
The d,evelopment is a mucheach year. The new developneeded one at UCF and will
on earth." .
ment, which would add 500
Because the city was well
beds, will,create a greater sense help further community spirit
· among students and faculty.
established before UCF was a
of community. The more peo~
ple living·on or around campus, The Board of Trustees looks
twinkle in anyone's eye, roads,
shopping centers and bars forward to creating a sense of
the less UCF is known as a
commuter school and the more unity in the school. Though the
' where college students really
spend their time when not
complex also will be used to
community pride available to
generate funds, it is clear the
studying - were already estab- students who live, shop and sit
lished far away from the camin classes with the same people trustees had the best interests
of the students at heart by makeveryday.
pus. To get anywhere in Orlaning a place for them to live, play
do, a car is needed. The Lynx
· The project also includes a
bUs system is confusing with no convocation center, in the same and work
.
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Election D~yis
not 'Un-American
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Certainly, this idea must be
hile some.have been
such an important issue when
counting down the days we can consolidate said power approved quickly because we
are facing a dangerous threat.
and leave it in the c1apable
to November's general
1
hands of just one person? Why Congress should act on the
eJection, others have begiln
proposal'in much the same
npt let the president himself
"{~rking to ensure that it never
manner it approved our gloridecide when we should vote?
happens.
ous Patriot Act - with little
It just makes more sense to
: In yet another response to
review and few objections. It's
streamline the process.
tl1ie vague threat of terrnrist
simply a matter of supporting
For those who don't think
attacks, the cha!rman of the
our leaders who, by default,
better efficiency is reason
Q.S. Electi9n Assistance Com· know exactly what is best for
enough to enact such drastic
nµss~on - a man appointed by
everyday Americans.
legislation, chew on this. We
~es1dent George W. Bush Pay no heed to those who
don't want terrorists to be able
has raised the 'idea that Elecwill say that such a thing has
to claim that they influenced
t~on Day may need to be postour electoral process. By cling- never happened before. Ignore
poned. The concept was
those who will recall that the
ing to Election Day, we're
bl'ought up in ·a letter sent to
United States has never postsending a clear message that ·
Ifomeland Security Secretary
we're wide open for a brutal
' poned a presidential election,
T,om Ridge by DeForest
even during the Civil War· or
Sparies Jr., the chairman of the . attack and practieally inviting'
our enemies to swoop down
the War of 1812. Those were
election cominission that was
very different times, and the
and ruin our fair and impartial
I set up by the Bush administra~
country was not at orange
,tion after the 2000 presidential method of voting. Thus, in the
alert.
event of an attack, or merely
vbting fiasco.
Furthermore, forget the
l Some understandably may because of the Bush-declared
threat of one, the White House words of Abraham Lincoln,
ptrceive a civil c.oup.
could move Election Day on its who knew nothing about a
Soaries's concern is based ·
own and deny that the terrorthreat to America when he
his discovery that no feder. ists had anything to do with it.
said, "If the rebellion could
agency has the power to
It would be a true victory . force us to forgo, or postpone,
delay an election if necessary,
over the whims of evil, evil ter- a national election, it might
]'fewsweek ,magazine reports.
rorists. Rather than waiting for fairly claim to have already
lfe wrote asking Ridge to get
conquered us."
them to act, the election could
" Oongress to give the commisWe must stand behind our
be hidden so well that no one,
sion that power. Basically, all
leaders and give them whatevincluding the terrorists and all
~·s asking is that ~ongress
er they want. It's the patriotic
non-Bush supporters, would
approve a law, all 50 states
thing to do. If that means elec$lend their constitutions, and ever be able to find it.
tions must be postponed again
After all, when 'the United
we the people trust that this
States handed over control of
and again to deny the terrorists
p;ower won't be abused.
Iraq last month two days earli- the ability to affect them, so be
l Of course, an abuse of
er than expected, it caught
it.
p;ower would be like lying to
Or we could simply recogeveryone by surprise, and the
Americans. Our president
terrorists could do nothing to
nize it as the preposterous idea
would never do that.
'
stop it. Imagine if we could
that it is, and gone on with the
: In fact, why should we
election as sch~duled.
ajlow a diverse group of repre- pull off the same thing with
Vote on Nov.
s~ntatives to debate and decide , Election Day.
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BEN HENDERSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
)

READER VIEWS
Director does iob wen ·
The article ["'Whlstleblower' fired from
Wellness Center," June 30] was the funniest
thing I'ye read in a newspaper. It sounded
more like a movie script!
I, too, am a former employer of the Recreation and Wellness Center. I worked there as
an intramural supervisor for almost three
.years before I graduated. So I've been around
through many of the changes that have
· occurred throughout the years.
,
· For starters, I don't know which student
employees were interViewed for the article,
· but they were way off base. When Willie
Ebling was first hired as director of the
building he took it upon himself to attend
different meetings to introduce himself to
the various staff members. I was very ·
impressed with Ehling's demeanor and previous experience from Georgia Southern.
Ehling even spent some time with the thirdshift maintenance workers. He really went
out of his way to meet his new employees.
J,<:hijng also started a leadership team to
include the exceptional workers from each
area of the building. So, in my opinion,
Ehling has gone above and beyond to get
employees involved in the decision-making
process. He certainly makes more of an
effort to communicate than the previous
director. As far as the situation with Nate
Davenport, out' of all tlie building managers
on staff he was the least friendly. Not to say
he didn't do his job, but it certainly wasn't
more efficient because he was working.
Most of the building managers would be
more than happy to go the extra mile and
help in any way needed, but Davenport just
did the bare minimum.
'
I was also recertified in CPR by Davenport along with eight to 10 other employees, ·
and he was almost an hour late.

. the Constitution of the United States, as stat" '
ed in. the presidential oath of office. He
should qe protecting and preserving our .
right to freedom. Instead, he is preserving
·
his golf game.
- SHELDQN HALL

I

Documentary need not be objective

Granted, Michael Moore's movie was
released with the intention of presenting
information in a way that would highlight
the misgivings of the Bush administration.
But the fact is, all film is released with the
intent.to .p ersuade - this is a documentary,
not the news, and I am certain that Moore
would want each of you to conduct your
own independent research following your
screening of the movie to learn more about
the facts and come up with your own con·
clusion.
The Future, in its bashing of Moore, has
made several errors in logic that render its
·
arguments invalid.
First of all; we are being asked to hold
'J
Moore, a known polemicist, to a higher standard than the Bush administration, a team of
elected and appointed executive officials,
which has manipulated opinion with false
info.rtnation about WMD and Iraq's supposed ties to al-Qaida, killing thousands of
Americans and foreigners~in the process.
The Future then attacks Moore's clip bf
Bush talking terrorism and playing golf. The
point of the clip is not which specific terrorist attack Bush is responding to, but rather
the manner in which Bush regurgitates the
lines and the fact that the news network that
originally covered Bush's comments never
showed the entire clip, demonstrating how
continuously the media gives Bush a free
'
ride.
The Future also criticizes the way Moore
- CAMILLE JACKSON portrays.the Bush family relationship with
the Saudi royal family by pointing out that
Prince Bandar has been called on for advice
by America for years, including under the
Ever since transferring to UCF two ~d a
Clinton administration. However, as anyone
half years ago, I have always been baffled by
in politics or business can attest to and as the
the "tradition" that UCF is now attempting
Future
failed to poirit out, advice is one thing
to uphold concer,ning students walking on
and
a close business relationship another.
the Pegasus logo in the Student Union.
.
In the Future's criticism of Moore's refer.Had.the symbol been so importarlt to not
ence to John Ashcroft losing a senate race in '
set foot atop, it seems obvious that the
Missouri to the deceased Mel Carnahan
.;
administration would have chosen another
be
appointed
to
the
posi'
(whose
wife
would
location other than the Student Unionfioor
tion, by the governor if he posthumously won
to place such a large version of it.
the ~lection), the paper obviously fails to
· However, what always struck me most
understand
Moore's appropriate use of satiriwere the pictures on the second floor of the
cal license.
Unibn, on a wall above the chairs just to the
Additionally, Moore is not "banking on a
left of.the elevators. There you will find sevstupid audience" when he presents the mem-.
eral framed photographs of some ofUCF's
hers of the "coalition of the willing" and fails
most honored students - standing with our
to highlight members like England and
own esteemed President Hitt - squarely
Spain. Perhaps rn error, Moore is banking on
atop the winged horse.
an intelligent audience - it is widely known
Let's hope fate allows them to find their
way to the st~ge on graduation after commit- that Italy and others are members in the
ting such an act of indecency.
·
· coalition. The fact that Bush included so
many small, weak countries without mili. - EMILY RUFF taries in his coalition is less known - and
Moore highlights it by again using his satirical license.
.
·
Finally, the Future continues to nit-pick
I founq your article on Michael Moore's
Moore's movie when discussing children of
.Fahrenheit 9/11 interesting ["Michael Moore;
cqngressmen in Iraq. So there is,one child of
Round two," July 7]. You talk about the fact
that Congress has only one father of a son in one congressman in Iraq, or a handful in the
military - Moore's point is that the rich and
Iraq. This may seem insignificant, but when
powerful tend to send the poor and power- ·
you consider that, Congress does not have .
less
into the field to kill and die for them.
the viewpoint that that congressman shares
For the Future to take Moore's act of satire
with the millions of families who have chiltoo seriously, and then to criticize a docudren: in combat right now. One of the memmentary for being biased, is ridiculous. Docbers of Congress admits that when they ·
decide on the fate of a bill, they don't even so umentaries are message-oriented mediums
much as read it. What's to say,they even care aimed to educate and convince people to
strengthen their opinions and take action.
·
about their own people?
,T ue Future has hurt its cause by not being
Your last sentence states that Moore may
entirely truthful.
-.
not have been entirely truthful. While it is
true that'the docl)IDentary's main points
- MILLY GOMEZ ·
were out of context, it is necessary to point
out that a good portion of what was -said
Future
came straight from the sources, word for.
I am just so relieved to discover that not
word.
3;1l
of our young people are brainwashed by
And finally, one of your criticisms is about
liberal,
Democrat teachers. The editorial
the scene of Bush hitting the golf ball
Moore: ,Round two," Jilly 7] was
["Michael
. ("Bush's mind is on golf instead of the terrorwell-researched,
detailed and well-written.
ism acts ... "). That right there says that our
Thanks.
president is not even focusing bn his job!
, - DIANA FREEL
Our president is S".\'"Orn to protect and defend

Hitt's stand inappropriate ·

.

Opinion misse4 the point .

not brainwashed

Thefuture encourages comments from readers. Letters to the ~itor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full'name and phone number. We ·may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submitthem_online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407-447-4555,
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
· 350

Help Wanted: General
. 400
Help Wanted: Sales/Marketing 450
Help Wanted: Part-lime
SOO
HelpWanted:FJJfl-Time
525
For Rent Homes
550
For Rent Apartments
' 600
Roommates
•
700
Sublease
800
For Sate: General
· 900
For Sale: Automotive
999
For Sale: Jfomes

· Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
· Training provided. No exp. needed.
_Call 1-800~5-6520 ext 107.
Greek Rep needed to market local
restaurant to ·UCF groups. Flexible
' schedule. Good hourly rate.
Ca!I Don at (86;3) 640-2871.

By Phone: (407) \147-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-m:ail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

SUMMER SCHEDULE:
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Ro~d., #200
Orlando, FL 32817

SUMMER AD RATES

'

HELPWANI'ED

!.QgJ,

.mmoo:

$15/wk
$14/wk
$13/wk

$10/wk
'$9/wk

$6/wk

$8/wk

$5/wk '
$4/wk

.$1/wk
$1/wk

$1/wk
$1/wk

$1/wk ' '
$1/wk

1 week:
4weeks:
12 weeks:
Bolding:
Large Headline:

Charges listed above include an ad of up to fi.Ve lines, 35
characters peJ.'. line. $1/Wk for each ad('litional line.

West Seminole Today seeking writers to
cover a variety of local events, business
openings and human interest stories.
PT/FT. Email resume to:
editor@newcitiesonline.com

Pa~ Time p11ivery Drivers

Donates Pizzeria
Needs good driving record & fnsurance. .
$10-12/hr. Flexible hours. Please apply
at 12240 Lake Underhill Rd; I Alafaya.
Assistant to a Licensed .Real .Estate
· Agent I Developer. Some travel .required.
Salary plus expenses. No car/experience
required. Send info to PO Box 321264,
·Cocoa Beach,· FL 32932.

Seeking weekend leasing
agent. Immediate opening, start
today! Drug-free workplace. Contact
Heather Glen Apartments
407-657-0011

Clinica~ Research Study of an Investigational Medicine

Volunteers paid up to $575.00
• 18-45 ears old
• Stay in dorm 4 days/4 nights

Tutor/After School care - Oviedo
Two 4th grade girls. Starts 8/2 in our
home 3 mi N of UCF, 12 hrs/wk, $90.
Need excellent refs. Dependable, H/W \
assist, patient, N/S, own car. (407)
977-9856 for 1st phone inter.View

• Not taking any medicines

BOONE HIGH SCHOOL PfT CASHIER.
beg. Aug 9. A.M./early P.M shifts avail.Contact: Jan O'Donnell
@407-893-7205-or-Cheryl Powell Food
Services @407-317-3799 ext.5131

NEW Research Dormitory
I

™Pool Tabl~ ™High Speed Internet Access
™Satellite TV TM Cable TV in all rooms
™VCRs ™DVD players ™Separate.
sleeping'ar~as for men a·nd women'

Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex .
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 401\958-6103.
Part Time Kennel Attendant needed.
Also Part Time Receptionist needed.
Pet Hospital in Oviedo area. Team player
wanted. Apply at 255 Alexandria Blvd.,
Oviedo. 407-366-7323.

Call (407) 240•7878 M - F, 8 to 5.for more information.

\

:-- 1

PAYMENTMETHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 .• dassifieds@UCFnews.com·

Administrative asst needed for small
engineering firm, located in Research
Park. Pff,·30 hrs/wk. Good
organization, communication, writing,
and editing skills a must. E mail re$ume
to fpacheco @productivityapex.com

Love l'Vloney?
Love to Shop?
Love to Dance & Model?
Love to Entert.ain & Have Fun?
Well You Can Earn Top Pay to Play!
Call: 407-207-9051
Orlando's Classiest Upscale Agency

Old Cell Phones
UCF Victim Services is collecting used
cell phones. Phones can be dropped off
at TR 533, 011 Libra Dr. Drop off hours
are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday - Friday.
For more information call 407-823-4502.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Earn high commissions. Outside sales.
Flexible schedule. Email. resume to
bryanwright@verizon.net.
Toll Free 1-888-680-9094. .

MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDED!
Get Paid to Shop! Flexible work from
home or school. FT/PT Make own hours.
800-830-8066

Mom's Helper/ Nanny Needed in Sanford
For 26 mo. old twins and 9 mo. baby
30-40 hq>./wk, M-F, flexible schedule.
$6.50/hr. Contact Karen 407-330-2796.

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

PT Nanny Needed. Currently Tues.
after,noons only but will increase to four
afternoons in the near future. One 2 year
old in home; adoption of more children in
process. Experience/Ref ne·cessar}i.
Looking for loving, positive, energetic,
and reliable NS female to fill this position.
Call 407-323-9647 for more info.

Test Preparation Instructors Needed.
The UCF Division of Continuing
Education is loo~ing for a few
experienced GAE, GMAT, and SAT
instructors. Must be experienced in
teaching algebra and writing. Must have
excellent communication skills.
Please send resume to
conted@mail.ucf.edu or fax to
407-882-0244.

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.

Services
Retail
Events: Campus
Events:Greeklife
Events: OfHampus
Travel
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted
Lost &Found

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

\)

11

www.OCfC.net

Kid ~s Nite Out

Orla'ndo Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue - Orlando, FL 32809 ··

Now hiring professional caregivers, who
love children and need flexible hours.
Call 407-828-0920 x 0 for int~rview.

·Great Atm~µ

BLJCKS sellipJ!Ji:~ .

.

• Relaxed atmosphere • • Flexib
edul
"
%
•Cash spiffs paid daily • INBOUND Ci

I

'
I

I

Sell vacation packages to the U. K.

I

I

:~

Hourly +Commission
Opportunity for $1000+/wk

I

I
I
I

407-332-7385 dial 0 for operator

I

l• ~I
j

I

I
I
I
I
l

Nat'I Wireless c·o~
in E. Orlando has ·immedi.ate
openings for part-time .
Receivable Rep~. for inbound/
outbound ca.lls to discuss·
delinquent customer a~cts.
'

• $9.47~$10.00 hr.
• Flexible schedules.
• Pai~ tra_ining

I

I

We are' selectively looking·for people with enthusiasm, ambition and
a .clear telephone manner with the ability and '' desire to learn'.
Jravel experience·is a plus but not essential as full training is given
·
across our 'full range of Cruise products.

Rate of pay $~ per hour p./us commis.s.ion.·
Oppottunity to earn BIG $$$!
•

Fantastic opportunity for career minded individuals·to work in a
lively environment s~lling exciting Cruise Vacations.
\

Email resume to:
askipper@iplacement.com or call 407-893-3711, ext. 208.
\
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MOVING?

2 clean, quiet and NS roommates
wanted: 3/2 home in UCF/Suncrest
· area. Unfurn. bds. $500/mo. Incl.
utll~. W/D, cable, phone, and scrnd
porch. HS inten:1et separ.ate. Avail.
NOWlll Email: klelnst_42@yahoo.com
with name and number.

on1t Pack All Your Things! ~
Sell. them in the ~

(entral 'foriba '1ttuie
Classifieds

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF In
·new 4 bedroom house, new neigh. '
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
. Hguse furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $525/mo. all utll. .
incl. 954-816-3127.

407-447-4555

classifieds@ucfnews.com

ROOMMATE WANTED
Resp., out going F, FIT student pref.
freshman or sophomore. 212 Polos
East apts. 6 min. from UCF. Fully
furn. except Bd. $400 + util OBO.
Call 954-854-0553 or
954-472-6393.

•

Two Roommates Needed to fill newly
remodeled 3/2 hm in Azalea Park 10
mins. from UCF. $425/mo. w/util
incl. Imm. open, o/dr pets welcome,
'contact BetH@ 404-725-0487.
Avalon Park: 1 room avail. in 3/2 town
home. Fully furn. living area. $450/mo.
for entire upstairs+ 1/3 util. Cable and
comm. pool incl. Flex. leases, no pets.
Please call 407-489-8127.
2 rooms available for females to share
with females in 4/2 home near UCF.
Fully furnished. N/S, no pets please.
1bd - $325/mo. 1 bd $275/mo. plus
utilities. Call 407-319-3751 .
ACROSS FROM UCF
2 F nonsmoker needed for furnished 3/2
home W/D, DSL, phone. Quiet, safe,
clean $350/mo each + dep. utils. included
Call 407-971-6748.
MASTER BEDROOM $375 ALUINCL.
or std. bdrm $325 with pool, cable, indr.
gym. all privileges, 5 mins from UCF.
Sec. $100. Ask for Jose 407-298-1556 or
leave msg. 9-6.
Roommate wanted. 4/bd house. Alafaya
Woods. $460/mo. u~il. incl., ethernet,
W/D, cable & phone . No Pets. Avail now.
Furn. if needed. Call 407-828-2664
daytime or 407-298-1263 after 6 p.m.
Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP. All
util. incl. $700/mo. Cail Nikki @
561-212-6291.
2 roommates wanted for 4/3 house with·
pool. 3000 sq. ft. beautiful property. $379
plus ulil. Fully furnished with wireless
cable. UCF students call 407-282-4246.
Ask-for Ian. Move-in b/w June and Aug.
1 Master Bedroom/Bath in large house to
share w/ 2 roommates. No smoking, no
pets. Close to UCF. $4e5 a month plus
utilities. Avail. Aug. 1st Cail
407-312-5583 or 407-681-9289.
Room for Rent in 4/3 House on Qean
Road. $400/mo. + 1/4 utilities. 2 stories,
2 car garage, W/D. Available Now!
Call Kristen. at 407-765-2033
F roommate needed for 3/3
unfurn. apt in Tivoli for fall.
$400/mo + utilities.
Call Katie 904-753-3651 ASAP
Move in Aug. 18.
2 rooms avail in 3/2 home 8 mins. from
UCF. Clean, Quiet female roommates
wanted. Rent. incl. ALL ulil. + ethernet.
$425 a month. Furn. avail. if needed.
Avail. ASAP. Call 407-277-0259.
1 roommate needed in nicely furnished 3·
bedroom I 2 bath house. 2 miies from
UCF. Bedroom not furnished.
$415/mo. + util. Call 407-489-3075.
F looking for nice, clean roommate to
share 2/'f condo In Ventura Cduntry ·
Club. Guard gated, fully furn. bdrm, util.
incl. $450/mo. Curry Ford & Goldenrod.
Call 407-384-6244 for more info

MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER
Permanent PT positions
at Winter Park Office..
Mostly evening hours 5-9 pm.
Occasional 9am -1 pm.
About 12-20 ho.urs/wk..
Flex. sched.' as your sched.
changes. Starting $7-7.50
depending on exp.
NEVER SALES/Research only

·Call Donna at'407-671-7143

Near UCF, Oviedo Pool/Skate Park &
Golf Course 2300-sf' 4 Bd/2 Ba, tile
& Pergo wood floors, 2-car garage,
fenced rear yard, lg scrn porch
on quiet cul-de-sac. Min. to
elementary, middle schools &
community college!
321 508-6987 anytime.

NEAR ENTRANCE - 212 renovated apt.
, with W/D, balcony. Only $649/mo. w/
$300 deposit. View at www.ORLrent.com
RE/MAX 200 407-.629-6330 b60.
CLOSE TO ENTRANCE - 211 renovated
apt. Only $595/rT]O. w/ $250 dep. View at
vyww.ORLrent.com RE/MAX 200
407-629-6330 x360
I

www.collegerentals.com
UCF's be~t apartment search
for college students!
Hunters Reserve - 212, first floor. W/D
incl. Scrnd porch, microwave + more. No
pets. AVAILABLE NOW through March
2005. $750/mo. Call 407-314-9812

Apartment for rent
212 $710 month. Water, cable, local
pl:ione, incladed. Super close to UCF call ·
407-380-6000 asi< for Rachel
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
a·n d apts, for rent. $~50 to $1295.
Call 407,-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
2/2.5 TOWNHOME IN CAMBRIDGE
CIRCL:E 2-STORY, 2 MASTER
BEDROOMS, W/D, FENCED PATIO,
TILE FLOORS & MORE.
http://26274.rentclicks.com OR CALL
407-310-6583 $700/MO. PLUS
SECURITY

Upstairs studio in,Avalon Park.
New unit in nice neighborhood.
Perfect for a student.
$500/mo. Utilities & Cable included.
407-273-4474.

Seeking Female for studio, ,incl. kitchenette,bathroom, pri:vate
entrance. FREE RENT in exchange for
12 hrs/Wk child care w/$50 utilities.
In college park, must have exc. ref. &
exp. Contact 407-423-20;!1.

Room avail in 2bed/2bath apt.
Walk to UCF. Heather Glen apt.
complex. W/D. No deposit. $410/month.
Call 321-206-6689 or email
slobo@mail.ru

Clean, responsible roommate wanted.
New, large 3/2 house with garage, back
yard, etc. Directly behind UCF. $50 off
first 2 months. $450 & shared utilities.
Call Keilen @ (727) 504-8420.

Bedroom with prvt. bathroom

Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, &-cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or ·
954-494-8659.

in 3//3 apartment In Pegasus Landing.
· All utilities & amenities included,
Immediately available. Contact Troy
@.954-647-2877

Discount off .first rent!!! No sec. dep.
. 2 F needed to take lease starting ·
· Aug. '04. $526/mo. at Jefferson
Lofts. Fully furn., W/D, free tanning,
Internet, 8 HBO channels, & pool and
spa. Cali 321-720-7665

LOOK

a

2 rooms avail. in large house close
'. to UCF. Incl. In ground pool, W/D,
full kitchen. $350/mnth. + split utll.
Cail 407-619-5642.

3 F NS roommates needed in gorgeous
4/2 home. 2.5 mi. from UCF. $500/mo.
a,11 inclusive +' pool at club house, scrnd
porch, 2 car gar., furn. except bedrooms.
Avail. 08/04. Please call Elena at
561-718-8789 or saphire0924@msn.com.

312 home 1 mile from UCF with porch,
backyard, covered garage and W/D.
$1400/mo. incl. water.
Prime locationl Very nice subdivision.
Please call 321-947-0999.

FREE 'RENT

fy'lust see 2,650 sq ft. 4 bed, 2.5 bath, 3
car gar in quiet, gated comm, jacuzzi, big
porch facing huge pond. 5 mins fro~
UCF. TV & Internet cable ready.
Call 407-697"1989 or www.~tigo.com/ads

1 & 2 bedroom
·· Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

F grad student seeking a NS,
responsible F to move-in with or to find a
212 apt/house with. Will need a place by
Aug. 04. Preferably no pets.
Please call 407-375-3089.

Two rooms .for rent in 3 bedroom house.
Waterford Lakes area. Must like cats.
· No parties. $550 util. incl.
Call 40'7-282-7560.
212 townhome in Sussex Place. 2 mi.
from UCF. New appliances and carpet.
W/D hookups. Community pool.
L@dscap(ng incl. $695/rfo plus security.
·~all 407-833-8199 or 407-381 -5105.

~

Rooms available in beautiful 4/2.5 home.
, Directly behind UCF on conservation
land. $500/month includes rent, utilities,
internet, cable. Avail. August 1. Contact
Matt @ 954-445-4188
Room avail. July 1 for responsible and
clean female in 3/2 home. Quiet area at
University and Suntree. 5 min. from UCF.
$475/mo incl. all util. No pets, N/S.
.Call Ashley at 321 -377-0808.
Clean and Responsible
House in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo. All
ulil. incl. Fast access DSL. Call Lindsay
at 954-701 -3806.

to UCF. Large backyard, hot tub,
W/D, lawn <;are. Phone, digital cable,
high-speed wireless internet &
·storage Incl. $400/mo. + 1/4 utll.
Cali for info. 321-230-0658.

M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
incl. util, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Cail 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

New Homes 3/212 UCF area/Research
Park, Econwoods $1300 month include·s
refrigerator, W/D hookup. Contact
·
407-671 -4520 -or- 407-222-55541

.

UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450 I mo. incl. everything. Pref. N/S.
Call 407-243-2630.

Room avail in 4/2 house close

. Hunter's Reserve 212 Avail now!
Lakeside, upper unit, Loads of amen.
Screen porch, clean. $795/mo. + dep.
1 mile from UCF. No dogs. 407-365-5905.

In the UCF Area. Students welcome. 3/2
or 4/2 includes W/D for $1200/month.'
Please call 407-948-8409.

1 Roommate Wanted to share great
home, minutes from UCF. Most enjoy
yard, lake, Internet, cable W/D, private
room, & awesome little dog. M or F.
Everything incl. $500. Call Jeff,' .UCF
grad, 407.737.6690. Details/photos
online: www.thinkcybis.com/room

For Rent, within walking distance to UCF
Cambridge Circle 2 bed/2.5 bath
$675/mo. Hunter's Reserve 2 bed/2 bath
$785/mo. w/ amenities . Avail Aug. 1st.
Call 321-536-5430.

Female roommate needed to share
condominium. Goldenrod & Curry
Ford area. Furnished. $500 Incl. util.
Call Marisa at 954-240-7140, or.
407-384-9071.
.
Room in a 3/2 house, $500 mo, M only
House on lake 1.5 miles from UCF
House is furnished, individual rooms not
Ping-pong table, foosball, Jet Ski
Everything incl., Call John (954) 303-7158
2 roommates needed for a 4/3 house.
. Incl. ail util + hot tub & ethernet,. Brand
new honie less than 1 min.
from UCF in Carillon. $450/mo.
Cail 239-841-6600.

• Room for rent in a 4/3 quiet
neighborhood. 5 min. from UCF. Pool,
DSL, cable, util. incl. $300/mo.
Call 407-687-5819.

407-657-0011
·-==-

212 available in Heather Glen. M/F. .Avail.
end of June. $415/mo. + util. Quiet area.
Apt. w/ fireplace. Pets allowed. 2 mi.
from UCF. 6 mos. lease. Avail for
.renewal. Call Alish(\ at 954-993-3674.
Pegasus Pointe Sublet in 4/2 Apartment.
1 year lease. No Move-in fees. Rent
reduced. Rent includes ulil. Internet
ready. M/F. 407-682-5613 or
407-353-8622.
F neE!ded for master bdrm/ private bath •
$370/mo. + 1/2 util. W/ D, full kitchen,
lawn service, no pets. Lease ends July
2004. Renewals avail. Move in ASAP!
Call Lisa @ 407-923-8880.
1bd/1ba in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
Old Renewal rate only $485/mo.I All util.
incl., 3rd floor, tennis ct. view. Free
shuttle to .UCF. Beautiful pool. Call
Anthony at 954-461-6939.
Room For Rent. Furn. 211, W/D, Internet,
cable w/ 8 HBO's, all util. incl. in rent.
Great location! $555/mo.
For more info call 941-224-8767.
Seeking female for 1/ 1 ·in Pegasus
Landing. All utilities included, ethernet;
cable, pool, activity center, $480 month.
Contact 407-362-4658

Room in U-House all utilities
Included, pool computer center,
activity center, and car port included.
$449/month available Immediately.
near UCF contact 407-341-0504

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
BUYTVSNOW. COM········

·······www.

Quick Sale! 42" HDTV·Toshiba-$900.00.
New white Samsung microwave-$50.00.
.Pair of light green curtains-$6.00.
Wall pot holder-$34.00. Dining table with
4 chairs-$65.00 *Prices are flexible*
Cail: 407-625-2897.

•

.

• .

3/2 POOL HOME. Minutes from UCF.
.All ceramic tile & wood floors.
No homeowner's association.
Immaculate condition. Asking $168,500. ,
Call for appointment 407-384-6641.

REAL ESTATE CLASS NOW ONLINE!
Take the required 63 hour Florida Real
Estate Associate Pre-License course in
the privacy of your own home and at
your own pace. Go to our web site at
SCHOOLOFREALTY.COM or call
407-929-2997 for more info.
Affordable School of Real Estate, LLC
License # ZH1002093
Tutors Needed? Orlando Youth
Enrichment Program is looking ·for tutors
to' provide in-home tutoring services to
Central Florida's kindergarten - 12th
grade students. Earn $10-$20/hr. Please
visit our website @ www.oyep.net to
register as an OYEP Tutor. You must
have reliable transportation.
Tutoring Avai lable
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Cail Harel (407) 362-2726.
Top Grade Tutoring
Tutors available in ALL math, science,
English & foreign language courses.
Sing.le sessions and group rates
available. contact 407-427-0067.
NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days ,for Criminal DE1fense, DUI ,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers C_omp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wilis/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

t=red's_Mobile Auto Detailing
We come to you! Complete auto·detailing
for inter/exter. Hand wash-and-wax,
leather cleaning and conditioning, call for
' a free quote! 407-737-2700 Mon.-Sun.

BANKRUPT?
Bad credit? Need loan? We,can help.
Cali toll free 1-866-582-8456.

Moving Sale

Carpet Cleaning $15/rm

7pc Mstr. Bed set, kitchen barstools
desk chair, footstool anything not
being moved MUST be sold! Contact
Maureen anytime @ 407-208-9060

Upholstery cleaning, Professional
service, Emergency water damage
service, carpet repairs. Cal.I for appt.
407-758-8766

PATRICK'S NEWER-USED.
Major appliances: W/D sets, microwave
ovens, dishwashers, etc. ·all with
warranties. Discount to students and
faculty deliv.avail. contact 407-679-1616
Moving Sale-Big screen TV 55" $800
obo, desk and printer stand $~5. sofa set
$20, dresser $20, recliner $25 and much
more! contact mike @ 407-970-9876

Heather Friedman Band at Backbooth
Downtown Orlando. Wednesday, July
21 . Doors open at 9. 18+. $5 cover.
Visit www.heatherfriedtnan.com for more
info.

WANTED Musical .Merchandise
Amplifiers, guitars, Pro Audio,
Keyboards, Sound Mods, Recording
&Home Audio. ALL FOR CASH!!
contact: 407:383-9980
,
Computers For Sale!
. internet ready, complete, no printer $65
&up! STUDENT· DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE! Detivery available, call
today 40:7-761-5346

!!!!!!!Moving Sale!!.!!!!!
King Bdrm. set white mica, Queen bdrm .
set mauve mica, Twin bdrm. set aqua
mica. MUST SEE! Contact Inga @
407-766-8694

I

WANTED for 4 BR/ 2.5 BA house in
Regency Park. 5 min. to UCF, Great
Area, Pool, ALL AMENITIES &
UTILITIES included.
$425/month 407-909-1129.
F. 18-30 YR. old. 3 bed/ 2 bath
home. Oviedo area/5 mlns. from
UCF. Safe, quiet neighborhood-_
$375/month. New appl. W/D. 2 car
gar. Call 941-223-4137.

Please take over my lease!
Collegiate Village inn $445/mo. incl.
meal plan. F only. 1 block from UCF.
321-636-2845 or iowlaa22@yahoo.com.

.

Professional couple seek responsible
student roommates, 4/2.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $425/mo incl. cable TV,
W/D, kitchen: in-ground pool, & utilities.
Tennis, basketball, & volleyball avail. at
Rec. center. No pets. Cail (407)
737-2871 or (407) 716-0313.

FEMALE ROOMMATE

Heather Glen
Apartments

407 619 7628

Lawnmaintenance
and
landscaping
·
at reasonable prices

Room in 4/2 Pegasus Po.i nte
apartment. M/F $455/mo. incl. util,
cable & ethernet Save $420 In fees.
Plus Bonus $100 gift card! 12 mo.
lease. 561-414-1387 or
Rchin0517 @adelphia~net.

4

· Place your ad in minutes!_Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

Want to build EQUITY instead of paying
rent every month?
Looking for a house to buy ?
Let me help you find the right house at •
no charge! Please Cali Nancy at EXIT
Realty (407)765-6127 or
nancyexitrealty@yahoo.com

Manufactured Dbl. Wide Home
for Sale by Owner
2002 3/2 home immediately avail. 5
mins. from UCF; new cond W/D Incl.
Contact Maureen for appt.
~ 407-208-9060 call anytime

FOUND • Dog, husky mix, on Edgewater
& Grier, friendly. Cail 407-312-1927.

July 14, 2004 • (entm :Jloriba juture·

-'

There is no .r eason to look any further ~ .. we
have -~he biggest bedrooms ~nd biggest closets!

..)

·~\

.t )

Swimming Poo' with Sun Deck
Private Bedrooms and Bathrooms

3100 Alafaya Club Dr.
Orlando, Florida :

Large Walk-in Closets
Computer Center,
State-of-the-Art Fitness Center
Basketball & Sand Volley,ball Courts

thevillageata}afayaclub.90m

407.482. 9990

Gated Community
LessThan One Mlle from u'CF
Local Telephone

Private Bedrooms and Bathrooms
Swimming Pool with Sun Deck
Large Walk-in Closets
State-of-the-Art 'Fitness Center
Computer Center
Basketball & Sand Volleyball Courts ·
·

'

Community Center
'

Ethernet Service

2913 Einstein Way
Orlando, Florida
thevillageatsciencedrive ..com

407.384.7080

Individual Leases

Cl>--------~ l!Ett~

t - - - - - :-'ho/fenger
•
Parkway

.t

Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN
Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi .

Washer /Dryer in Every Apartment
Fully-furnished Apartment Homes

Fitness Center with

Free·w~ights

Covered Basketball Pavilion

lnte,rnet Access
Amenities, Rents and Incentives subject to change.
*New residents signing a new lease agreement will
receive a check for the amount indicated.

1805 Lo~a Cirde
o~lamdb" Fk 32&2

ED
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